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Abstract
Significant efforts are currently being made by transportation officials to improve the
planning and preparation of mass evacuations. The idea of adaptive evacuation plans is an
avenue of research that could help improve future evacuation processes. Adaptive evacuation
plans stem from the observation that different disaster threat scenarios require different
evacuation responses. While adaptive evacuation planning can be generalized to any form of
evacuation planning, this project focused on adaptive planning in the context of a hurricane
evacuation.
This project was the first to adapt the demand models of Fu, et al, and Cheng, et al, into a
regional-scale traffic simulation model. The conclusion of this component of research was that
the use of household-level evacuation decision models to generate traffic demand in a simulation
model can accurately produce cumulative evacuation volumes. The results showed R
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correlations to observed cumulative evacuation volumes with values of at least 0.7. A qualitative
and quantitative assessment of the traffic impacts of using adaptive evacuation plans was also
performed in the study. Overall, the results showed that the average travel time across the entire
simulated region was reduced by 14.8 percent when adaptive evacuation plans were employed.
The significance of these results lies in their applicability in effectively moving more
people out of danger when faced with a threat. The main argument behind this study was that to
effectively transport evacuees, something must be known about how they will react to any given
threat. A single, static evacuation plan does not tailor to the broad range of response that could
come from evacuees. Evacuation plans that have been adapted to suit a range of likely
evacuation responses have been shown in this study to better serve evacuees by reducing travel

viii

time and other costs associated with evacuation. The general results should be enormously
important to all researchers in the evacuation field as well as emergency managers.

ix

Chapter 1. Introduction
Transportation system deficiencies associated with the evacuations for Hurricane Floyd
in Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina in 1999; Hurricane Ivan in Louisiana and Mississippi in
2004; and Hurricane Rita in Texas in 2005 have led to significant efforts by transportation
experts to help better prepare for mass evacuations. One idea that has been suggested is the
development of adaptive, or flexible, evacuation plans which can change based on the scenario.
This idea stems from past observation which appears to suggest that different threat scenarios
will require different evacuation responses. An illustration of adaptive evacuation planning can
be seen in California, where a basic template of action exists for wildfire evacuations. In those
areas, formal evacuation plans do not exist because wildfires move at high speeds of 90 miles per
hour (mph) or more with variable direction based on wind conditions. Therefore, the evacuation
template only identifies major routes leading away from populated areas. A formal evacuation
route is developed after evaluating the speed and forecasted movement of the fire (Wolshon,
2009). Similar to California wildfire evacuation planning, the first step toward adaptive
evacuation planning should begin with a framework that identifies the major routes available for
the evacuation and allocates the available capacity of these routes to evacuees based on the
nature of the threat.

1.1 Study Scope and Background
While it is believed that adaptive evacuation planning could be applied to evacuation
planning for any type of hazard, this study focused on adaptive planning in the context of a
hurricane evacuation. In fact, this idea has been suggested specifically for use in hurricane
evacuation planning (Wolshon, 2001); (Urbina and Wolshon, 2003). This suggestion is based on
the recognition that there is currently limited ability to forecast hurricane movement with
1

sufficient levels of accuracy prior to the issuance of evacuation orders, and there is variability in
the evacuation decision process. When contrasting between wildfire evacuation and hurricane
evacuation, a significant difference is noticed: portions of road network are often closed during
wildfire evacuation (especially for roads that are in the path of the fire), while this usually is not
the case during hurricanes. Even without restriction, it can generally be observed that evacuees
favor familiar routes, freeways, or routes parallel with freeways, all of which provide quicker
access to their desired destinations (Wolshon and McArdle 2009). Since evacuee destination
choice is influenced by the hurricane’s path, it is important to understand how these changing
dynamics affect evacuee response. This topic has been studied by both transportation and
behavioral researchers (Fu, Wilmot, & Baker, 2006); (Cheng, Wilmot, & Baker, 2008).
Behavioral models for evacuation departure time and destination choice is of interest to
transportation experts because the output from these models can be used to generate evacuation
trips in a traffic simulation model.
Computer modeling of hurricane evacuation is growing in popularity due to the everincreasing processing power of computers. Research using computer simulation of corridors and
small-scale networks has led to improvements in contraflow crossover design (Theodoulou and
Wolshon, 2004). Today, the simulation of larger, regional networks is becoming the new
standard for general transportation planning. Regional modeling is also useful for hurricane
evacuation planning because these evacuations can generate traffic volumes that extend over
periods of up to several days, cover areas of thousands of square miles, and involve millions of
vehicles. For these reasons, evacuation simulation is also moving toward a standard of regionalscale models (Wolshon and McArdle, 2009); a feat that was not possible with the computing
capabilities available only a few years ago.
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Historically, there has been a disconnect between travel demand models and traffic
simulation models in the context of emergency evacuation, although they are well integrated for
normal-day transportation planning. It is hypothesized that a more streamlined approach that
connects these areas in the evacuation context could be used to develop the idea of adaptive
evacuation planning. Since the development of adaptive evacuation plans is tied to the ability to
reliably predict evacuation traffic and then route and simulate this traffic on a regional-scale
network, the approach must first be tested. Once this combination approach has been validated,
adaptive hurricane evacuation plans that channel traffic to a desired destination can be compared
to existing “static” evacuation plans.

1.2 Research Goal and Components
The overall goal of this study was to compare adaptive evacuation plans to an existing
“static” evacuation plan. To meet this goal, the study incorporated two primary components.
The first was the development of a new method that linked evacuation travel demand modeling
with evacuation traffic flow modeling. The second was to test and evaluate the traffic effects of
employing an adaptive evacuation framework compared to static evacuation plans for various
storm scenarios.
The first research component required the combination of several existing models.
Evacuation demand models were adapted from research by Fu, Wilmot, and Baker (2006) who
modeled evacuation departure time and Cheng, Wilmot, and Baker (2008) who modeled
destination choice. These models were selected because of their ability to alter evacuation
demand based on differing hurricane scenarios. Parameters such as the hurricane wind speed,
distance to landfall, and evacuation order all altered the predicted evacuation response. The
models were integrated into an existing TRANSIMS simulation model of New Orleans
developed by Wolshon, et al (2009). This simulation model was calibrated and validated with
3

observed evacuation data, and one of the first to model evacuation at a regional-scale. The
combined models were then used to simulate a storm scenario that was based on the Katrina
evacuation event. The simulated traffic output was compared to data recorded during the 2005
evacuation for Hurricane Katrina to validate the combination of the models.
The second research component involved comparing adaptive evacuation response to
existing “static” plans over several hurricane scenarios. Four storms scenarios were created
which affected both temporal and spatial evacuation demand. The hypothetical evacuation traffic
generated by each storm scenario was then simulated in the TRANSIMS model, under both
existing contraflow plans and an alternate plan developed for each storm scenario. The alternate
plan was a modified version of the existing contraflow plan that catered to traffic moving toward
the predominate destination identified by the logit models.
The research goal was completed as part of six primary tasks, including:
1. Applying household decision models to New Orleans region based on Hurricane
Katrina scenario.
2. Routing and Simulating traffic in TRANSIMS under existing evacuation plans,
comparing results to observed Katrina traffic to evaluate use of logit models.
3. Developing four worst-case storm scenarios.
4. Routing and Simulating traffic in TRANSIMS for each storm under existing plan.
5. Routing and Simulating traffic in TRANSIMS for each storm under alternate plans.
6. Comparison of current plan to alternate plans and establishment of relevant MOEs

1.3 Contributions
In addition to achieving the main goal through the work tasks outlined above, the study
made several contributions in its field. This study was the first to integrate the demand models of
Fu (2006) and Cheng (2008) into a regional-scale traffic simulation model. This research
improved the New Orleans TRANSIMS model by incorporating a more rigorous routing and
microsimulation equilibration procedure. Finally, the study qualitatively and quantitatively
assessed the traffic impacts when alternate evacuation plans were used. The results provide
4

information to researchers in the evacuation field and new knowledge to emergency planners
who rely on such information to make life-saving decisions.

5

Chapter 2. Literature Review
A literature review was performed to gain a context for the current state of evacuation
research and to identify where research needs exist. The literature review examined
transportation studies relating to hurricane evacuation. Specifically, the current behavioral
understanding, traffic characteristics, traffic control strategies, and computer simulation for
hurricane evacuations were examined.

2.1 Meteorology
Hurricanes are a special type of weather pattern. The forecasting of these storms is a
crucial tool to emergency planners and the transportation officials that aid them in evacuation
planning.
Willoughby (2007) states that hurricane progression is rather slow moving. It usually
takes at least 12 hours for hurricane track or wind speed to noticeably change. While the public
may be generally concerned about a storm’s wind speed (the Safir-Simpson scale is based on this
measure), most hurricane related deaths occur because of storm surge (Willoughby, 2007). This
fact has been recognized, and emergency managers have worked hard at developing plans that
evacuate flood prone areas first.
The general public sometimes questions the reliability of forecasts. Willoughby shows
that errors made to forecasts of the storm’s path have steadily decreased since the records began
in 1954. Substantial improvement has been made with long-term forecasts over 72 hours, while
short-term forecasts were always much better and thus have shown only moderate improvement.
In contrast, forecasts for storm’s intensity (local wind, rainfall, and surge) remain unreliable.
Typically, 300 miles of coastline will be warned for impending hurricane landfall for any given
storm. This warning area is composed of 100 miles that will experience hurricane force winds
6

and 100 miles on either side that is only warned as a safety precaution. Even though track
forecasting is steadily getting better, the only real improvement that one can expect to be made
will be on the order of tens of miles.

2.2 Evacuation Preparation and Planning
This finding on hurricane forecasting is tremendously important for hurricane evacuation
research. The need for the evacuation of flood prone areas is of primary importance and for any
given storm approximately 300 miles of coastline will fall under hurricane advisory. Depending
on the size and flooding risk of a city located in this warning zone, the amount of people
evacuating could be extremely large. The large traffic demand that highway infrastructure will
experience is real; as is the danger families will face if they are not able to quickly evacuate.
Therefore it is extremely important that emergency managers are able to develop plans for the
evacuation of vulnerable regions and transportation professionals should be able to aid these
officials in efficiently loading the traffic network to clear these regions in a timely manner.
Wolshon, et al. (2005) prepared a special report detailing the current state of hurricane
evacuation preparation and planning. According to this source, emergency operation officials
have historically done the planning of hurricane evacuations. These local-level officials are able
to coordinate with state-level officials in order to effectively manage evacuation events. The
evacuations for Hurricanes Georges and Floyd were the first mass evacuation of coastline areas
that experienced major traffic problems. These were “watershed” events because they prompted
the need for transportation professionals in evacuation planning. Transportation planners have
been more actively involved in evacuation planning since 1998 (Wolshon, et al, 2005), but
perfect coordination between these officials and emergency managers has not been achieved in
all localities. The report notes that transportation planners are desirable because they can offer
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technical expertise in forecasting evacuation travel demand, analyzing evacuation traffic data,
modeling evacuation traffic, and employing ITS technology.

2.3 Evacuation Behavior
Evacuation behavior has been studied in a variety of aspects, from carless population to
automobile owners to elderly and disabled. All of these studies seek to answer three main
questions: “will they evacuate”, “when will they evacuate”, and “where will they evacuate to?”
Five recent studies are summarized that seem to offer acceptable answers. It should be noted,
that the reviewed studies all assume the population is comprised mostly of car-owners who are
able to evacuate on their own. The evacuation of the carless and disabled population is another
topic that was not considered for this review.
Fu, Wilmot, and Baker (2006) developed an evacuation departure time model that was
sensitive to hurricane characteristics such as: time of day, hurricane category, and the timing of
the evacuation order with reference to storm landfall. This differs from previous research which
provided an average response based on past experience. A logit model was employed to estimate
the “if and when” decisions made by each household. That is, ‘if’ the household will evacuate
and if so, ‘when’ it will evacuate. Data from the evacuation of Hurricane Floyd in South Carolina
was used to calibrate the model and data from Hurricane Andrew in Louisiana was used to
validate the model. The results showed that the model was able to accurately reproduce part of
the Floyd data purposely left out for validation. In addition, a response curve for Hurricane
Andrew was created that was found to have no statistical difference from the observed Andrew
curve (Fu, Wilmot, & Baker, 2006). This was an encouraging result because it indicated that the
model seemed capable of being transferred geographically. This model was thought to be
potentially more useful to emergency managers because it allowed for the estimation of
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evacuation response based on the type of evacuation order given (mandatory or voluntary),
timing of the evacuation order, and properties of the hurricane itself.
Dixit, Pande, Radwan, and Abdel-Aty (2008) furthered the evacuation response model by
introducing a factor into the logit model that accounts for the amount of time that has passed
since a previous hurricane. The study essentially modeled the “mobilization time” or delay of
individual households to load the network during an evacuation. Mobilization time is the time a
household takes to make an evacuation decision and then leave their house. An important
finding in this study was that some household characteristics that increased mobilization time in
the first instance of a hurricane had diminished effect on the mobilization time for subsequent
hurricanes (Dixit, et al. 2008). These characteristics included pet ownership, number of children,
and presence of elderly family members. This can intuitively be understood that following a
major hurricane, households are more likely to be better prepared and reduce their mobilization
time for the next hurricane.
The next question to be answered in the literature was that of the destination of evacuees.
Three separate studies were found that use conventional planning models to predict the
destination choice of the evacuating public. Modali (2005) viewed the destination as a function
of productions and attractions and, thus, used a gravity model. The model was calibrated using
Hurricane Floyd travel survey data and data from Hurricane Andrew was used to measure the
transferability of the model. The statistacal tests found no large variation between the observed
and predicted data sets. Modali’s findings suggested that the gravity model can be successfully
applied in an evcaution context, but classic trip purpose stratification (home-based work, homebased other, etc) should be modified to destination type (hotel, friend, relative).
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Chen (2005) used another type of model on the data sets from Hurricanes Floyd and
Andrew: the interviening opportunity model. This type of model differs from the gravity model
in that destinations are considered sequentially based on travel time. It can be thought of as
concentric circles eminatting form the origin, and each traveler will consider the closest one first
before moving on to the next closest. This type of model makes more sense intuitivley, but the
study found that it needed modification in order to have relaible results. Chen suggested that the
“concentric circle” view of the model needed to be modified into a “bowtie” shape to account for
the effect of storm path on traveler decision (see Figure 2.1b). The study compared the standard
intervening opportunity model (IOM), the modified opportunity model, and the gravity model of
Modali (2005). The results were that the standard IOM severely underperformed compared to the
gravity model and that the modified IOM was slightly better than the gravity model (Chen,
2005). Chen felt that the gravity model’s weakness lay in the fact that it incorrectly placed the
most importance on travel impedance instead of hurricane path or availablity of shelter. The
IOM’s weakness was that it could not reflect changes to roadway infrastructure. Contraflow, for
example, can not be accounted for in this model. The final conclusion was that a hybrid of the
two models with a “general impedence,” that takes travel difficulty as well as attractiveness into
account, might best serve future studies in this area of evacuation planning.
The weaknesses observed in the previous two planning models lead to the application of
a third general planning model to forecast evacuation trip distribution. Cheng, Wilmot, and
Baker (2008) assumed that there existed a discrete choice among destinations and, thus, used a
logit model in order to predict evacuee destination. Two separate models were created based on
evacuees either seeking out friends and family or seeking lodging. Each model contained
variables such as distance from origin, likelihood of destination to experience gale-force winds,
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but the vast majority of activity occurred just two days before the actual landfall of the storm.
Interstate highway routes were the most utilized, but secondary routes were also used in areas
that did not have access to the interstate or in areas where the interstate was closed due to
contraflow implementation (Wolshon and McArdle, 2009).
Wolshon (2008) quantified the traffic flows seen during the evacuation event. The
general finding was that freeway volumes during the evacuation were found to be significantly
lower than HCM suggested maximums, and furthermore, some flows were actually lower than
standard afternoon peak periods. In addition, a contraflow segment was found to exhibit a lower
volume than its standard lane counterpart: a result that had previously been assumed from
simulation of contraflow lanes. The report infers from its analysis the following practical,
sustainable flows under evacuation conditions: 1300-1500 vphpl on conventional freeways and
1000-1200 vphpl for contraflow lanes (Wolshon, 2008).

2.5 Evacuation Traffic Engineering Strategies
Wolshon, Urbina, et al. (2005) published a general report summarizing the current
practice in evacuation strategies. The authors sent a survey to various state organizations in order
to make this assessment. At that time, they found that the most prevalent strategy being
implemented was contraflow. However, the study also noted the early emergence of ITS
strategies that worked to provide the public with real-time traffic updates and information. Since
that time, more research effort has been placed on these strategies in order to further enhance
current strategies, allowing the public to evacuate as quickly as possible.
One area of focus has been on contraflow itself. Theodoulou and Wolshon (2004) were
one of the first to use computer simulation to study the effect of reversing lane flows under
evacuation conditions. The study used older generation behavioral data in order to estimate
volumes and network loading rates under evacuation conditions. The study was able to compare
12

the benefits against the shortcomings of implementing contraflow. Theodoulou was able to
estimate that the use of contraflow would add approximately 53% additional outbound capacity
to the network. He was also able to show the importance of proper planning of the entry points of
a contraflow segment, stating that the segment would not be very useful if adequate capacity was
not provided at the entry (Theodoulou and Wolshon, 2004). The simulation data showed that a
classic three-phase bottleneck regime was created in the case study with congestion upstream,
capacity conditions at the crossover, and near free-flow conditions downstream. Theodoulou’s
suggestion was to either add more crossovers upstream or downstream in order to offset this
problem or try to spread the demand on the network temporally and/or spatially (create a
“staged” evacuation). Lim and Wolshon (2005) furthered this research by assessing the
placement of contraflow termination points using computer simulation. Lim concluded that a
split-design termination is more advantageous because no backup is caused due to merging.
The early ideas of implementing ITS during hurricane evacuations have become more
sophisticated. Liu, H. et al. (2007) suggested the use of a “Model Reference Adaptive Control”
(MRAC) framework to establish a real-time traffic management scheme. The general basis for
this framework is that the system should be able to observe the existing traffic patterns and react
in an appropriate way as to allow traffic to flow as efficiently as possible. Liu’s framework
consisted of several models that all feed into one another in order to achieve this effect.
Computer simulation of an evacuation scenero using this framework was found to operate much
better than if the framework wasn’t present. However, this type of framework does require a very
robust set of ITS equipment to be present on the infrastructure.
Another control strategy that has been heavily researched is the idea of “staging” an
evacuation. This entails splitting an evacuation area into zones and allowing these to evacuate at
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different times. Most studies treat this as a mathematical optimization problem in order to
determine the benefit of using such a strategy versus allowing the population to evacuate
simultaneously. Liu, Y. et al. (2006) developed model that assumed a known start time for each
zone’s evacuation and a known total demand and network loading pattern for each zone. The
underlying flow network that Liu employed was the cell-transmission model in order to more
easily compute an optimal start time and the best route for each zone. Sbayti and Mahmassani
(2006) used bi-level programming formulation in order to tackle the issue. The upper level was
defined as a dynamic netwrok assignment problem that allows for the optimal determination of
route assignment. The lower level was a dynamic loading problem that determines a
corresponding route travel time. Both papers showed that there was a decrease in travel time, and
therefore, congestion when a staging procedure was implemented. Sbayti’s paper also took it a
step further and claimed that there exisits a minimum network clearence time that cannot be
improved by staging procedures or coordinating of evacuee destinations.
Dixit and Radwan (2009) proposed a strategy for modeling the road system of destination
cities called “network breathing”. The basis for the model was the observation that destination
networks become inudated with evacuees over time and cause backups and congestion on the
evacuation routes. The proposed solution to this problem was to close the exits to these
destinations when their networks became “full” and then open them again when the network
traffic levels disappated. This process is analegous to breathing in that the network is able to
“inhale” vehicles up to a certain capacity and then they must be “exhaled”. The authors claim
that an advantage of this strategy is that is does not require real-time feedback. All that is
required in order to calculate a network’s “exhalation” and “inhalation” time are the destination
network’s traffic properties (jam density, capacity, etc). A simulation comparing the use of this
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strategy and normal conditions, showed that more vehicles were able to pass through destination
networks using the network breathing strategy (Dixit and Radwan, 2009). This was due to the
reduction in travel time afforded by the use of the strategy. In practice, this type of finding would
be used by metering exit ramps during an evacuation. This would be best implemented by
closing off interstate exits during the network’s “exhale” time and then opening them again
during the “breathe” time.

2.6 Computer Simulation of Evacuation Scenarios
As shown in the previous section, the advent of computer technology now allows traffic
planners to experiment with different strategies through the use of computer simulation. While
these software packages were developed for normal, day-to-day planning, researchers have been
successfully able to adapt the software in order to simulate evacuation procedures (Radwan,
Mollaghasemi, Mitchell, & Yildirim, 2005).
Hardy and Wunderlich (2007) compiled an extensive inventory of all current
transportation planning and simulation software packages available. According to the report,
there are three distinct levels of simulation packages based on their ability to model certain sizes
of geographic area and precision of analysis: macro, meso, or micro. A macro model is able to
simulate large metropolitan areas but cannot represent individual vehicles or people within the
network. Micro models are usually only able to represent one to two coridoors, but are able to
simulate individual drivers and pedestrians. A meso model lies somewhere inbetween the two
approaches, as it is able to model larger areas with more precise results than a macroscopic
model. Figure 2.2 shows a ranking of the available computer simulators on a mutli-variable
“spectrum”.
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data sets at select points in the network. The fit is determined using linear regression and
standard R2 coefficients.
The ability to model evacuation scenarios provides an extremely useful aid to emergency
planners as well as transportation officials. Sisiopiku (2007) advocated the use of traffic
simulation modeling as a tool for training and aiding emergency management centers (EMCs).
By using software, the EMCs were able to assess the impact of their decisions on the
transportation network in a controled environment. The case study Sisiopiku developed was for
the Birmingham, AL region, and the author was able to conclude that transportation and
emergency response agencies needed to interact regularly in order to insure that both parties
were able to understand what the other can offer. Tranportation officals learned what alternatives
EMCs are considering and the emergency planners were able to further understand the
capabilities of the transportation system. It is readily apparent that computer simulation will only
grow within the emergency evacuation research community. As planners develop new scenairos
and schemes to move more people out of the network at a faster pace, they will undoublty need a
laboratory in which to test their theories.

2.7 Conclusion
Currently, there is still knowledge to be gained through research in the area of emergency
evacuation. The most thoroughly researched areas are currently in understanding evacuation
behavior and how to optimize existing infrastructure to allow as many citizens as possible to
evacuate as quickly as possible.
Evacuation behavior research seeks to understand the response from the population when
hurricanes threaten their homes. This includes how they will react to changes in the storm’s
track, their perceived danger, and how they will respond to orders from emergency officials. This
is important from a transportation context because it can be used to forecast demand on the road
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network and then determine if there is adequate capacity available on the road network to
facilitate an evacuation within the constraints of anticipated hazards.
Optimization of the infrastructure requires the use of mathematical programming models
and computer simulation. Research results show that more can be done to evacuate the public
more efficiently than currently implemented strategies. For example, the reviewed research
showed that staging the evacuation by zones will decrease the overall clearance time. However,
evacuation strategy research requires reliable characterization of the traffic volumes, speeds, and
densities that can be expected under evacuation conditions specifically. Without observed
information, the network capacities, jam densities, and speeds used in the optimization models
can only be estimated from other congested traffic conditions. Therefore, while more efficient
strategies are being developed for evacuation, care must be taken to ensure that the results
accurately reflect traffic conditions that will be experienced in the field.
Another avenue of research that can be taken to optimize the existing network
infrastructure is the development of adaptive evacuation plans. The envisioned adaptive plans
will rely on a pre-determined set of options agreed upon by emergency managers after
anticipating likely storm scenarios and the predicted response to those scenarios. This lies in
contrast to an ITS-oriented approach suggested by others (i.e., Liu’s MRAC system) in which
traffic monitors will identify traffic demand and response in real-time. The adaptive model will
rely on state-of-the-art evacuation response models to generate the travel demand expected for
each storm scenario. The literature shows that the union of evacuation response models within
the context of a region-scale evacuation simulation model has not yet been attempted. Based on
the review, this study fits in the context of evacuation-related research and will enhance the
current knowledge base.
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Chapter 3. Development of an Integrated Evacuation Demand and Traffic
Simulation Model
To develop adaptive evacuation plans, the need to incorporate evacuation behavior
models into regional-scale traffic evacuation models was recognized. The merit of using
evacuation behavior models lie in their ability to generate evacuation demand based on various
storm features, including storm path, storm strength, and type of evacuation order given (Fu,
Wilmot, & Baker, 2006). In this study, a technique was developed which would allow for
determining the effects of various types of storms and evacuation orders on the evacuation
demand, which was hypothesized to be critical for determining evacuation operations under
various storm conditions.

3.1 Components
The most advance and current method to predict hurricane evacuation departure time was
developed by Fu, Wilmot and Baker (2006). In their work, they developed a transferable
sequential logit model that was able to produce the probability of evacuation at the householdlevel considering several factors at the desired time interval (30 minues, 1 hour, etc), including:
hurricane wind speed, distance of storm, evacuation order type, and time of day. A study on
evacuee destination choice produced a logit model, developed by Cheng, Wilmot and Baker
(2008), and can assign a destination probability per city based on a variety of factors, including:
destination’s distance from origin city, if destination is likely to be in hurricane landfall zone,
destination population, and destination’s racial make-up. Both of these household-level decision
models offer insight into the household-level decision making process during hurricane
evacuations.
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A recent series of projects sponsored by the United State Department of Transportation
(USDOT) and the Department of Homeland Security, sought to evaluate the use of TRANSIMS
for the analysis of regional evacuations (Wolshon, et al, 2009). A traffic simulation model using
TRANSIMS was developed the New Orleans region which was capable of reproducing the
evacuation processes for a Hurricane Katrina scenario. This base model was calibrated using
traffic data recorded during the evacuation due to Hurricane Katrina in 2005. This observed
traffic data was also used to estimate destination choice and the temporal evacuation demand
curves for the evacuation. The results showed that TRANSIMS was capable of producing output
that could be useful to evacuation planners. However, the base model used observed traffic
volumes to determine the destination choice and departure choice of evacuees. While relying on
this data set was acceptable to recreate an event that had happened before, it would not be usable
in the development of storm scenarios that have yet to occur.
The household-level decision models and the simulation network of the former
TRANSIMS study were used to develop an integrated approach to large-scale simulation model
demand generation. The idea was to develop a storm scenario that matched Hurricane Katrina,
run this scenario through the decision models, and simulate the traffic demand that would be
generated. The results were then compared to the observed traffic levels during the evacuation
for Hurricane Katrina to validate the effectiveness of the integrated model.

3.2 Data Sources
The observed traffic volume data used in this study was collected by the Louisiana
Department of Transportation and Development (LA DOTD) Office of Planning and
Programming as part of their statewide traffic data collection program. The objective of this
program is to continuously record traffic volumes to monitor long-term traffic trends on a
statewide level. The data are used primarily for aggregate-level planning and trend analyses.
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However, they can also be extracted more frequently and compiled for the assessment of traffic
conditions associated with particular events; such as in this case, the evacuation for Hurricane
Katrina. In addition, the Mississippi Department of Transportation (MDOT) provided volume
counts and average speeds for the contraflow period of the evacuation at a station just past the
Louisiana-Mississippi state line along I-59.
As part of the LA DOTD monitoring program, traffic volumes are collected on a routine
basis using a network of 82 permanent count stations located on various roads across the state.
These automated recorders are arranged to provide a representative sample of traffic on all road
classifications (freeway, arterial, collector, etc.) across the non-urbanized and urbanized regions
of the state. For this study, data from a total of seven stations located on the major outbound
evacuation routes from the New Orleans metropolitan areas were used for comparison. The
locations of these stations are shown in Figure 3.1. Of the seven stations, six were on freeways
(two of which were located on a contraflow segment) and one was on a US highway. These
stations were selected because they were the stations that monitored output routes in the New
Orleans area while limiting the potential inclusion of local (i.e., non-evacuation specific) traffic.
Each household was assumed to evacuate in one vehicle. Therefore, each household
represented one evacuation trip. Also, as in the base model, only the metro New Orleans area
was considered to generate substantial evacuation traffic, and therefore, only this area was used
as possible origins for the evacuating public. In Figure 3.1, the Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs)
that were used for the study are shown in orange. The number of households in these zones was
gathered from 2000 Census data. In total, over 365,000 households were contained in this
analysis area. This total number was further reduced based on the predicted percentage that
would not evacuate from the evacuation response logit model.
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characteristics. The destination choice model also required the distance between each city and
New Orleans. Google Earth was used to find a distance (in miles) from city center to city center.
Four general trip terminal points in the network were created to represent a collection of
destination cities (WEST, NORTH, NORTHEAST, EAST). This assumption was necessary
because the highway network in TRANSIMS was not created to extend to all of the likely
destinations from New Orleans. A likely drivable radius of 400 miles was chosen as the
boundary from which destination cities were selected. Dallas and Atlanta, two cities that are
known destinations through previous surveys, were also included although they are located
slightly outside of the 400 mile radius. Because the network did not extend to these destinations,
likely routes to each destination were examined. This was done to categorize the destination city
correctly by WEST, NORTH, NORTHEAST, or EAST and assign the correct percentage of
travelers to these points on the network. Figure 3.2 shows the radius of 400 miles drawn around
New Orleans and the 14 destination cities selected. The figure also shows the expected routes
evacuees will take to reach their destinations. It shoulde be noted here that this study only
utilized the friends and relative destination model created by Cheng, Wilmot, and Baker (2008).
It was assumed, for the purpose of this study, that the population size variable included would act
as a surrogate measure for the amount of friends, relatives, and hotels likely to be located in a
destination city. The friends and relatives model was used over the hotel model because of the
prefrence of evacuees to seek out friends and relatives before hotels or shelters (Cheng, Wilmot,
and Baker, 2008).

3.3 Evacuation Demand Generation
The traffic generated for the simulation network was based on output from the evacuation
demand models. The evacuation departure time model was used to generate a time-dependent
probability distribution for evacuation demand along with the percentage of the population that
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TRANSIMS was used to disaggregate the data as it randomly assigned each household a trip and
a time to leave based on aggregate results generated by the logit models.

Table 3.1: Logit Model Variables and Their Coefficients
Destination Choice Model*
Covariate
Definition

(Coefficient)

DIST
POP
DANGER
MSA
ETHPCT

-0.004655
1.66E-07
-0.5171
1.5562
0.6711

O-D Distance (mi)
Destination City Population
Risk Indicator (Dummy Variable)
Metro Area Indicator (Dummy Variable)
White Percentage

Evacuation Response Model**
Covariate
Definition

(Coefficient)

intercept

-8.18

floodΨ

Model constant
1 if the residence is believed very likely to be
flooded, 0 otherwise

0.555

mobileΨ

1 if residence is a mobile home, 0 otherwise

0.267

speed

Hurricane wind speed (mph)

0.008

TOD(1)

Time-of-Day, 0 for night (from 6 p.m to 6 a.m.) as
reference category, 1 for morning (from 6 a.m. to 12
p.m.), 2 for afternoon (12 to 6 p.m.). Two Dummy
Variables

1.543

Evacuation order. 1 for voluntary, 2 for mandatory,
and 0 for none. Two Dummy Variables.

1.681

TOD(2)
dynaorder(1)
dynaorder(2)
gammadist

Transformation of distance (mi), with gamma
distribution.

1.721

1.998
5.247

*Cheng, Wilmot, Et Al 2009
**Fu, Wilmot, Et Al 2006 (p23)
Ψ
Not Used

The use of the gammadist variable required the selection of a gamma distribution shape
and scale parameters. The parameters selected for the model calibrated with Hurricane Floyd
data were 8 and 0.6 for shape and scale, respectively (Fu, Wilmot, & Baker, 2006). This was
necessary because the survey data showed that most respondents evacuated when the storm was
approximately 450-500 miles away. However, the Hurricane Andrew data showed that residents
chose to evacuate only when the storm was much closer, some 200-300 miles away (Fu, Wilmot,
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& Baker, 2006). After reviewing the observed traffic data, it was found that the Louisiana
population was more likely to evacuate in the 200-300 mile range for Katrina as they did for
Andrew. Therefore, parameter values of 4 and 0.9 for shape and scale, respectively, were
selected for the gamma distribution used to transform the storm distance. Figure 3.3 shows a
comparison between the gamma distribution used in the original paper and the one selected for
this study.
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Figure 3.3: Effects of Parameters on Shape of the Gamma Distribution
The next step was to use resulting logit model probabilities to generate trips for the
simulation. TRANSIMS is able to utilize conventional Origin-Destination information in the
form of trip tables. Four tables were created that assigned trips from each TAZ to one of the four
destinations. The number of households in each TAZ was multiplied by the probability
determined by the logit model for the particular destination. In the WEST table, for example,
each zone’s household count was multiplied by the probability of heading WEST for the
evacuation.
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Once the trip tables were created, the next step was to assign the loading distribution to
the trips. TRANSIMS accepts a time distribution file along with the trip table file that assigns a
probability for trips to start in any time increment for the simulation period. The sequential logit
model generated a probability distribution in hourly increments. This distribution was read into
TRANSIMS. With all these elements in place, traffic could be assigned to the network to begin
microsimulation.

3.4 Simulation Procedure
After using the logit models to generate the evacuation demand, the next step was to
route and simulate traffic on the network shown in Figure 3.1. It should be noted, that this study
used the same network files and calibrated microsimulator parameters as the base model. The
network was designed to include detailed information of the metro New Orleans area and more
sparse information toward the ultimate destinations. This was required because it was assumed
that no evacuation traffic demand was generated in these outlying areas. The simulation period
lasted for 48-hours, the two days leading up to Hurricane Katrina. The network files were coded
to activate all contraflow links located on Interstates 10, 55, and 59 at the same time during the
simulation as was initiated for the actual Katrina event. The simulation was run under five
different random seeds, and the results were analyzed based the average of these runs.
In TRANSIMS, the method of routing and simulating traffic on the network involves an
iterative process based on feedback loops between the different modules. The process, while
static within an iteration, leads to a dynamic routing solution. Two general algorithms were
followed to lead to this solution. This first is called router stabilization. This algorithm requires
that all trips be routed onto the network for the first iteration, and then only selected travelers are
re-routed in successive iterations. After each iteration, the travel time for each link is determined
based on BPR formulas and used in the next routing iteration.
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The router stabilization incorporated three bracket criteria for selecting eligible travelers
for re-routing. The criteria started with travel time improvements of 25 percent, then 20 percent,
and finally a 15 percent improvement. Within each bracket, the percentage of travelers selected
needed to converge to a 1 percent or less difference from the previous iteration before moving to
the next bracket. The bracket levels and convergence criteria were changed from the base model,
which used a less stringent equilibration procedure. The brackets and convergence criteria were
selected after trial-and-error routing solutions were compared to the observed traffic data set. In
addition, three key router parameters that affect link impedance were altered from the base router
control file: DISTANCE_VALUE, COST_VALUE, and TRANSFER_PENALTY. The
DISTANCE_VALUE parameter attributes a scalar impedance to each link based on its length.
The COST_VALUE and TRANSFER_PENALTY parameters are used to alter impedance for
transit users, but where found to also alter the results in the case of this simulation, which was
auto-only. Values of 1.0, 5, and 1500 were selected for the parameters (respectively) after a trialand-error process of comparing the router output to the observed traffic data. The selected router
parameters produced results that best fit the observed data, as described in Section 3.6. The
overall objective of the router stabilization algorithm and altered parameters was to route traffic
as logically as possible before allowing the traffic to be simulated.
The second algorithm worked in much the same way, but instead of travel times being
determined by BPR formulas, they were determined by the microsimulator. The output of the
microsimulator contains second-by-second movements of each vehicle and can lead to a more
precise solution. However, it was found that microsimulation iterations did not lead to significant
improvements in the overall convergence, thus this process was limited to five iterations. The
output from the final microsimulator iteration that was used to produce the simulation results for
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this study. The entire script used to perform the equilibration procedure, along with the
parameters used to run each TRANSIMS module is included in Appendix A.
By using this equilibrium process, it was assumed that each driver had some information
about congestion levels on the evacuation routes. This assumption implied that drivers would be
listening to local radio service, using a smartphone, or another means of communication to find
out about traffic congestion and alter their route during the evacuation. The alternative would be
to assume that drivers have no information about the congestion and would simply use major
routes (i.e., interstates and U.S. highways). This topic is debatable. It is recognized that
evacuations represent a one-time occurrence that may not be familiar for evacuees, and thus it
would be incorrect to assume that evacuees would have prior information about road conditions.
Conversely, in the particular instance of hurricane evacuation, the evacuee has much more time
to assess the traffic conditions on evacuation routes, using the information sources previously
listed, before making the decision to evacuate. This stands in contrast to no-notice events such as
nuclear disasters, wildfires, tornadoes, etc, in which evacuees would have no time to consider
alternate routes. Therefore, the assumption of drive information during the evacuation was used
in this study.

3.5 Logit Model Application Results
Figure 3.4 shows two plots that compare the evacuation demand curves generated from
observed values and those predicted based on the departure time model. The two plots describe
the same information in two different ways. The plot on the left shows the cumulative demand
over the 48 hour period, and the plot on the right shows the probability of evacuation for each
time interval.
The cumulative curves show a characteristic “double-S” shape that is typical for a 48hour evacuation. This plot shows that most of the evacuation took place during the daylight
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hours, although the observed curve does not decline as much as the predicted curve. This means
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Figure 3.4: Evacuation Demand Curves
The probability plot on the right shows more clearly the under- and over- predicting
tendencies of the model. A peak occurs on the predicted model at the time the first evacuation
order is given, and another spike is seen during the afternoon hours. This is because the
sequential logit model assigns higher utility to hours under evacuation order and also during
afternoon. The model descends below the observed level at hour 20 (8 pm, Day 1) because the
model places a low utility on evacuating during the evening.
The steep peaks observed on the predicted curve are due to the use of dummy variables in
the sequential logit model. The utility function was extremely sensitive to dummy variables. One
consideration was to ‘smooth’ the dummy variables (i.e., give a value between 0 and 1 over
time) to provide a steady transition over time rather than the sharp rises observed. However, this
type of alteration was rejected because it would affect the calibrated parameters of the model.
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a measure of effectiveness since this quantity is used to determine the number of people who
have evacuated to safety. Figure 3.6 shows a plot generated for the regression analysis at the
count station shown above, westbound I-10 in Laplace. At this station, a good fit was shown with
little deviation from the line y = x.
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Figure 3.6 Plot showing regression analysis at WB I-10 in Laplace
Table 3.3 shows the results of the regression analysis at each traffic count station. The
regression analysis showed that more correlated volumes were found at stations located closer to
the study area (shown in Figure 3.1). The three stations located in Kenner and Laplace, towns
located very close to the study area, exhibited the highest R2 values. This indicated that the
cumulative simulated volumes passing these locations were similar to the observed data set. The
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drop in correlation at stations more distant from the New Orleans metro area is because local
traffic around these stations was not generated in the simulation model.

Table 3.3: Regression Analysis Results

Count
Station

Location

R2
Value

Loyola Dr
27
54
15
15
79
67
MDOT
MDOT

WB I‐10 Kenner
NB US 61 Laplace
WB I‐10 Laplace
NB I‐55 Hammond
SB I‐55 Hammond (Contraflow)
WB I‐10 Baton Rouge
EB I‐10 Slidell
NB I‐59 LA/MS Line
SB I‐59 LA/MS Line (Contraflow)

0.8968
0.9877
0.9835
0.7528
0.7294
0.7542
0.8600
0.7548
0.7353

Although the correlations decreased as the stations were further from the New Orleans
metropolitan area, all correlations were above 0.7, which was considered an acceptable
correlation value. The model was also able to accurately simulate evacuation traffic patterns as
evident from the temporal analysis. All of the plots generated for each count station in Table 3.3
are included in Appendix B.

3.7 Discussion
This chapter described the integration of evacuation demand and traffic simulation
models. The intent was to demonstrate the use of evacuation demand models to determine
destination choice and departure choice in conjunction with a traffic simulation model. The
integrated model was also validated based on observed traffic data recorded during the
evacuation for Hurricane Katrina in Louisiana in 2005.
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On a qualitative basis, the primary issue with the logit models was the jumps in demand
caused by the use of dummy variables. This effect is most likely due to transferability issues. The
logit models used for this study were originally based on data from Hurricane Floyd in South
Carolina. The sequential logit model used was a transferred model calibrated to fit Louisiana
behavior, but the model still under-estimated the nighttime evacuation response that was
observed in southeastern Louisiana prior to Hurricane Katrina. Error in the destination choice
logit model fell within a 5 percent tolerance. This error is likely due to the fact that the model
used was not fully calibrated to fit Louisiana behavior as the model was calibrated using a South
Carolina evacuation data set.
Despite these drawbacks, the model and corresponding simulation yielded results that
were essentially accurate from the evacuation planning perspective. The results indicated that the
proposed methodology was able to predict the cumulative evacuation traffic observed during
Hurricane Katrina with R2 correlations greater than 0.7. Based on these results, the combined
model described in this chapter was used to predict the demand for different storms scenarios
and simulate the demand on a traffic network as detailed in the following chapters.
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Chapter 4. Alternate Storm Scenario Methodology
Once the integrated evacuation response and simulation model had been tested, the next
phase of the study could begin. This phase involved creating storms scenarios that would be
input into the logit models to produce different evacuation demand for each scenario. After
evaluating the resulting demand patterns, alternate evacuation plans were coded to make more
efficient use of the road network based on a particular scenario. These alternate plans
collectively formed an adaptive framework for the study. This chapter describes the process
undertaken to develop the alternate storm scenarios and alternate evacuation plans. The end of
the chapter describes how these components were integrated into the baseline TRANSIMS New
Orleans evacuation model.

4.1 Storm Scenario Development
The first step toward developing the alternate storm scenarios was to examine the logit
models presented in the previous chapter. The specific variables used in the logit models were
examined to understand the types of storm scenarios that could be created using the models. The
first of the two models, the departure time logit model, contained variables for a storm’s landfall
distance, wind speed, evacuation order, and the time of day. These variables would influence
hurricane response in both time, as the hurricane progresses, and space, based on hurricane path.
The destination choice logit model was sensitive to each destination’s distance away, population
size, metro area indicator (dummy variable), ethnicity, and the likelihood of the destination to
experience gale force winds due to the storm. The former variable would be the only variable to
change across any given theoretical storm scenario. This variable represented the danger a
destination would be likely to experience from gale force wind speeds (>39 mph) as the
hurricane made landfall. Therefore, the destination choice logit would only be able to vary
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hurricane response spatially while the departure time model would vary based on changes in both
time and space.
After examining the logit model variables, the decision was made to design the storm
scenarios so that differences would be tested in time and space. A total of four storm scenarios
were created for this study. The first two scenarios were designed to force evacuation traffic to
have different spatial patterns, and the second two scenarios were designed to force evacuation
traffic to have different temporal patterns. Four separate storm tracks were mapped to estimate
the distance to landfall during the two-day evacuation period for each storm scenario. The first
two tracks to be developed would elicit different destination choice response by having paths that
landed in different areas while keeping the time variables (landfall distance, wind speeds,
evacuation order, time of day) constant. The second two tracks to be developed would have the
same destination response by landing in approximately the same area, but vary in time.
To determine the destinations that would experience gale force winds, each storm’s cone
of uncertainly was drawn around the path. Any destination city falling within the cone would be
given the DANGER indicator variable in the destination choice logit model (Table 3.1).
Hurricanes often maintain tropical storm force winds even after they are inland; therefore,
destinations slightly beyond the end of the cone were also given the DANGER indicator
variable.
The tracks of each storm scenario were based on historical storm records maintained by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The storms scenarios eliciting a
varied spatial response are referred to as Storms WEST and EAST, indicating the cardinal
direction of landfall with respect to New Orleans. Both of these storms were actually altered
paths of the 1992 storm, Hurricane Andrew, with one path given a more westward approach and
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the other path given a more eastward approach. Since the paths for both storm scenarios were
similar, the departure time model exhibited little change. However, the preferred destinations
were different for each storm, this impacted the destination direction that the majority of
evacuees favored. The storm scenarios eliciting a varied temporal response were named
CAMILLE and BETSY as the paths of these scenarios were unaltered from actual hurricanes by
the same names. These two storms had different paths and made landfall at different times of
day, but had approximately the same landfall areas. This resulted in two storm scenarios with
varied departure time response but not significant differences in destination choice. A tabular
listing of all hurricane tracks used for the study is listed in Appendix C.

4.2 Storm Scenario Description
After developing a plan for storm scenarios, the experimental scenarios were analyzed by
the logit models. The results of the logit models are presented below. A comprehensive listing of
all storms and their input variables is given in Appendix C. The description for the storms that
maintained constant temporal evacuation patterns is presented first and the scenarios that held
spatial evacuation patterns constant are presented second.
The two storm scenarios developed to alter spatial evacuation patterns are shown in
Figure 4.1. The cones of uncertainly shown in Figure 4.1 were analyzed to determine the
destinations that would be impacted by each storm. The destinations impacted by WEST
included: Houston, Baton Rouge, Hattiesburg, Jackson, Monroe, and Shreveport. The destination
impacted by EAST included: Baton Rouge, Hattiesburg, Mobile, Jackson, Meridian, and
Birmingham. Table 4.1 shows the predicted distribution of destination choice for each scenario.
Comparing the distributions, only the North destination seemed to have no change, while the
remaining destinations exhibited larger differences, as expected.
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(a) Storm WEST

(b) Stoorm EAST

Figuree 4.1 Storm
m Scenario Paths
P
and Co
ones of Unccertainty forr Spatial Stoorm Scenarrios

Table 4.1 Desttination Cho
oices for Sp
patial Storm
m Scenarios
Destinatio
on:

Sto
orm WEST
T

Storm E
EAST

WEST:

37.03%

48.744%

NORTH:

19.82%

19.866%

NORTHEA
AST:

12.63%

8.70%
%

EAST:

30.51%

22.699%

Under
U
both sttorms scenarrios, approxiimately 81 ppercent of thee total popullation of New
w
Orleans was
w predicteed to evacuatte, based on the results oof the evacuaation departuure time moddel.
In additio
on to predictting the evaccuating perceentage, the eevacuation ddeparture tim
me model alsoo
predicted
d the peak ev
vacuation ho
our to be at 7 A.M. of thee second dayy. Figure 4.22 shows depaarture
time curv
ves for each storm. No discernable
d
difference
d
in temporal paatterns was ffound betweeen
the two storm
s
paths. The peak wiind speeds of
o both storm
ms were moddeled to reachh 170 mph aat 1
39

P.M. on the
t second day
d of the sim
mulation. Th
he evacuationn period wass ended at 122 A.M. for bboth

6 Hours to Storm Landfall

storms, which
w
was 6 hours beforee each storm
m made landffall.

Fig
gure 4.2 Cu
umulative Ev
vacuation Departure
D
T
Time for Spaatial Storm Scenarios
The
T two storm
m scenarios developed to
o alter tempooral evacuattion patterns are shown iin
Figure 4..3. The destinations that would be im
mpacted by tr
tropical forcee winds duriing the storm
m
were deteermined by the
t cones off uncertainty for each sceenario. For S
Storm BETSY
Y, the
destinatio
ons impacted
d included: Baton
B
Rougee, Shreveporrt, Monroe, JJackson, andd Hattiesburgg.
For Storm
m CAMILLE
E, the destinaation impacted included:: Baton Rougge, Shrevepoort, Monroe,
Jackson, Meridian, Hattiesburg,
H
and
a Mobile. Table 4.2 shhows the preedicted destiination choicce
probabiliities after alttering the DA
ANGER variiable in the ddestination cchoice logit model. The table
shows that the destin
nation distrib
bution probab
bilities weree not significcantly (< 5%
%) different
between the two storrms. The greatest differen
nce occurredd for the Easst destinationn, which held an
approxim
mate 5 percen
nt differencee between eaach storm.
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(a) Storm BETSY

(b) Storrm CAMLLIIE

Figure 4.3
4 Storm Scenario
S
Patths and Con
nes of Uncerrtainty for T
Temporal S
Storm Scenaarios

Tablle 4.2 Destin
nation Choiices for Tem
mporal Storm
m Scenarios
Destination
D
:

Storm
m BETSY

Storm CA
AMILLE

WEST:
W

39.50%

43.288%

NORTH:
N

19.04%

20.866%

NORTHEAS
N
ST:

12.14%

12.011%

EAST:
E

29.32%

23.844%

The
T departuree time logit model
m
prediccted that 69..2 percent off the New Orrleans popullation
would ch
hoose to evaccuate for Sto
orm BETSY, while a preddicted 82.4 ppercent woulld evacuate for
Storm CA
AMILLE. Th
he large diffeerence is attrributed to booth the timinng and the maaximum winnd
speed of the two storrms. Storm BETSY
B
had a peak wind sspeed of 1555 mph at middnight on thee
second day,
d which was
w 6 hours before
b
the sto
orm made laandfall. Storm
m CAMILLE
E reached a
maximum
m wind speed of 190 mp
ph around 6 P.M.
P
of the ssecond day, again, 6 houurs before
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landfall. It should be noted that even
e
though the two storrms had diffeerent landfalll times, the
evacuatio
on period waas still assum
med to last 48 hours, endding 6 hours prior to the respective storm
landfalls. Therefore, when makin
ng compariso
ons betweenn these two sstorms, the E
Evacuation P
Period
Hour sho
ould be used instead of th
he time of daay. The peakk evacuationn time periodd occurred att
Hour 32 for Storm BE
ETSY and Hour
H
36 for Storm
S
CAMIL
ILLE. Figuree 4.4 shows the cumulative
evacuatio
on departuree time curve for each storrm. The figuure shows a llag in the ressponse for S
Storm
CAMILLE compared
d to Strom BE
ETSY. Altho
ough, higher evacuation nnumbers weere predictedd on

6 Hours to Storm Landfall

the first day
d for CAM
MILLE compared to BET
TSY.

Figu
ure 4.4 Cum
mulative Eva
acuation Deeparture Tim
me for Tem
mporal Storm
m Scenarioss
The
T result of examining the
t logit mod
del variabless was to creaate a set of foour alternativve
storm sceenarios to test an adaptiv
ve evacuation
n frameworkk. Two of thhe scenarios ttested the sppatial
aspects of
o varying deemand, and two
t scenario
os tested the temporal asppects of varyying demandd.
After dev
veloping the alternative storms,
s
evaccuation planss needed to bbe developedd. These plaans
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would ultimately become part of an adaptive evacuation framework to be tested against an
existing “static” evacuation plan.

4.3 Alternate Evacuation Plans
One of the motivations to develop and test adaptive evacuation plans was that alternate
plans, developed to better suit the available capacity to the demand created by a particular storm
scenario, would result in a decreased overall evacuation trip time. The current evacuation plan
used for the entire southeast Louisiana region, including New Orleans, is shown in Figure 4.5.
This plan has been implemented for both Hurricanes Katrina and Gustav. All of the alternate
plans developed were alterations of the current plan. The alternatives sought to improve
bottleneck conditions that may occur and make more efficient use of the road network, including
eliminating contraflow segments that were unwarranted.
The development of the alternate plan for Storm EAST was based on the expectation that
a large number of evacuees would choose West or North destinations. This expectation is
confirmed by Table 4.1, although there is still demand for East destinations as well. There will
be almost no traffic evacuating to Northeast destinations; therefore, the contraflow section in this
direction on I-59 was eliminated in the alternate plan. Traffic on I-10 eastbound in Slidell was
allowed to continue on I-10 east into Mississippi or north on I-59, but the traffic on this route
was not allowed to go west on I-12. This was because it was assumed that a bottleneck would
develop at the I-12/I-10 eastbound merge. To eliminate this, priority was given to traffic leaving
New Orleans and I-12 was closed to eastbound traffic starting at the US 11 exit in Slidell. Traffic
heading westbound into Louisiana from Mississippi was allowed to choose between I-59
northbound or I-12 westbound, but could not proceeded on I-10 westbound to New Orleans.
These modifications to the Slidell area interchanges are shown in Figure 4.6. In the figure, the
red links represent ramps that would be closed during contraflow operations.
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Figure
F
4.5 Metropolitan
M
n New Orleaans Contrafflow Plan

Figure 4.6 Ramp Conffiguration for
f Slidell Ju
unctions (A
All Alternatee Plans)
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For Storm WE
EST, it was expected
e
thaat a large num
mber of evaccuees wouldd mainly seekk
destinatio
ons to the Eaast. Thereforre traffic on I-10 eastbouund in Slidelll was alloweed to continuue or
access I-59 northbou
und, as in thee altered plan
n for Storm E
EAST. Also as in the preevious plan,
contraflo
ow on I-59 was
w eliminateed and eastbo
ound traffic on I-12 wass re-routed too US-11 in
Slidell. In
n Hammond
d, traffic on I-55
I
northbo
ound was alteered to allow
w traffic to chhoose I-12
westboun
nd before thee contraflow
w crossover point.
p
Also, a directionall fork was crreated on I-12
westboun
nd with one lane that wo
ould divert to
o I-55 northbbound and onne lane that would contiinue
on I-12 westbound.
w
This
T configu
uration was not
n used in thhe previous pplan becausee it was expeected
that it wo
ould lead to congestion,
c
especially in
n Baton Rouuge, as a largger percentagge of traffic
sought westbound
w
deestinations fo
or Storm EAST. The alteered configurration for Storm WEST iis
shown in
n Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7 Ram
mp Configurration at I-1
12 & I-55 JC
CT (Storm WEST Alternate Plan))

Both
B
plans fo
or Storms EA
AST and WES
ST preserve the current cconfigurations in the Neew
Orleans suburbs
s
of Metairie
M
and Kenner becaause it was rrecognized thhat Baton Roouge would
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remain th
he most attraactive destination, regard
dless of the aapproach dirrection of thee storm. Thee
configuraation at the northern
n
term
minus of the Lake Pontchhartrain Cauuseway was also preservved to
encourag
ge New Orleans traffic to
o select this additional
a
rooute out of thhe city. For bboth plans, II-12
westboun
nd in Baton Rouge
R
was closed
c
at Airrline Hwy. T
This closure sought to prrevent a majoor
bottlenecck at the I-10
0/I-12 mergee in Baton Ro
ouge. Trafficc was forcedd to use US 661 then US 190
if evacueees sought to
o continue to
o Baton Roug
ge. This connfiguration iss shown in F
Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8 Ramp
R
Conffiguration at
a I-12 & US
S 61 JCT (A
All Alternatee Plans)
A shift in tem
mporal deman
nd was exam
mined by thee next alternaative plans. T
The current pplan
was impllemented at variable
v
times, but for th
he purpose oof this study,, it was kept constant forr
each storrm. The timin
ng used for the
t current plan
p was keppt the same aas in Hurricaane Katrina,
beginning at hour 16 in the simullation (correesponding to 4 P.M. of thhe first day) and ending at
hour 40 (correspondi
(
ing to 4 P.M
M. on the seco
ond day). Foor the alternaate plans, it w
was hypotheesized
that startiing contraflo
ow plans durring the expeected secondd-day spike iin traffic woould be the m
most
efficient use of the ro
oad network. Otherwise, the traffic levels wouldd not be highh enough to
justify ussing contrafllow. In the case of Storm
m BETSY, thee storm slow
wly progresseed toward N
New
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Orleans and then very rapidly approached the city. The storm had reached category 4 status at
hour 31. Therefore, contraflow plans were started at hour 32 (8 A.M., second day, simulation
time), corresponding to the spike seen in the evacuation departure time curve shown in Figure
4.4. The contraflow plan was terminated at Hour 43 when traffic levels subsided, leading to an
11-hour contraflow period. Storm CAMILLE gained Category 5 status overnight between the
first and second simulation days. Contraflow plans for this storm were started at Hour 35, which
corresponded to 5 A.M. of the second day in the simulation. The start of contraflow occurred
slightly before the spike in traffic seen in Camille’s evacuation departure time curve in Figure
4.4. The contraflow plans for this storm were allowed to continue until the end of the simulation,
corresponding to the landfall of the storm. The resulting evacuation period totaled 13 hours. A
summary of all alternate plan junction configurations and timings is presented in Figure 4.9.

4.4 Integration with TRANSIMS Model
The final step was to combine all the proceeding elements into the simulation model. The
four alternative scenarios were simulated in the TRANSIMS model under both existing static
contraflow plans and adaptive evacuation plans. As previously discussed, the adaptive plans
were matched to each scenario to tailor to its predicted traffic demand. Again, the same network
files and iterative routing process was performed for all storm scenarios as described in the
previous chapter. Each storm scenario was simulated under both the existing plan and alternate
plan. The storm scenarios were run with five random seed numbers to achieve the necessary
level of stochastic variability. This lead to a total of 40 simulation runs processed by
TRANSIMS. To consolidate the data, the results from the five random seeds were averaged for
each storm, and the results were based on this averaged output.
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Figure 4.9 Alterna
ate Evacuatiion Plan Coonfiguration
ns and Timiings
Three
T
criticall files were created
c
by th
he model. Thhe first was a cumulativee volume filee
which ag
ggregated thee total number of vehiclees on each liink for each hour in the ssimulation. T
The
second was
w an averag
ge speed filee that producced the averaage speed onn each link fo
for each hourr of
the simullation. The th
hird was a fiile written du
uring the iteerative routinng process thhat showed tthe
results off router conv
vergence as well
w as the results from tthe final miccrosimulaterr iteration. This
informatiion included
d: number off vehicle turn
ns, average ttrip time, totaal vehicle hoours for the
simulatio
on, and total vehicles succcessfully co
ompleting thheir trip. Thee data containned in these files
were anaalyzed to asseess the traffiic impact of using the addaptive plan set when coompared to thhe
current “static” plan.
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Chapter 5. Alternate Storm Scenario Results
The analysis of model results began with a qualitative examination of the congestion
levels experienced along Interstate 10 during the simulation. Next, plots of the traffic volumes
over time were created at key points in the network to investigate the effect of the adaptive plans
on traffic levels during the simulation. Lastly, a tabular array of relevant simulation measures of
effectiveness was created to arrive at the overall results of the research.

5.1. Congestion Levels
The congestion levels for each simulation are presented in the form of time-space
diagrams. The color bars used in all the figures represent the average speeds observed on each
link in miles per hour. Red areas indicate the existence of traffic shockwaves which produced a
drop in speeds. The plots inform not only where, but how long these disturbances lasted.

Route 3
I-10 WB
Laplace to Baton Rouge

Route 2
I-10 EB
New Orleans CBD to Slidell
Route 1
I-10 Contraflow Section
New Orleans CBD to Laplace

Figure 5.1 Map of I-10 Sections Analyzed by Time-Space Plots
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Three separate sections of I-10 were examined. Route 1 was the contraflow section of I10 that began in the New Orleans Central Business District (CBD) and extended to the I-55
interchange in Laplace. Route 2 stretched from the New Orleans Central Business District to the
termination of the network in Slidell. Route 3 extended from the I-55 interchange in Laplace to
the termination point of the network in Baton Rouge. Routes 1 and 3 followed the westbound
direction of I-10. It should be noted that even though Route 1 included contraflow lanes, these
lanes were not included in the analysis. The third section followed the eastbound direction of I10 and also did not include contraflow lanes. A map of the routes is presented in Figure 5.1.

Route 1 (I-10 WB New Orleans CBD to Laplace)

Speed (mph)

5.1.1.

(a) Current Plan

(b) Alternate Plan

Figure 5.2 Storm WEST Time-Space Diagrams for Route 1
Figure 5.2 compares congestion levels under (a) existing and (b) alternate plans for Storm
WEST. The two-color shift shown throughout all of the following figures for this section of I-10
is due to a speed limit reduction incorporated into the network links beginning at Mile 12 in the
figures. This point corresponds to the beginning of a bridge section of highway which required a
reduced speed. For the WEST scenario, a majority of traffic was expected to choose destinations
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to the East. Therefore, the low levels of congestion experienced in this area were expected. In
fact, only two main areas of congestion occurred. The first began at the contraflow crossover
location appearing at Mile 7 in the figures. The second occurred at the end of the contraflow
section as three lanes of traffic are forced onto a two-lane ramp which leads to I-55 northbound.
Temporally, these congestion periods were only experienced during the contraflow period

Speed (mph)

beginning at Hour 16 and ending at Hour 40.

(a) Current Plan

(b) Alternate Plan

Figure 5.3 Storm EAST Time-Space Diagrams for Route 1
Figure 5.3 compares congestion levels under (a) existing and (b) alternate plans for Storm
EAST. For the EAST scenario, a majority of traffic was expected to choose destinations to the
West. Therefore, the higher levels of congestion experienced for this storm scenario versus the
previous scenario were expected. Also, compared to the previous scenario, an additional area of
congestion appears just past the change in speed limit around Mile 12. This area was due to the
interchange with I-310 and the subsequent lane drop after that interchange. It did not appear in
the previous figures due to the reduced levels of traffic. As in the previous figures, these
congestion periods were only present during the contraflow period beginning at Hour 16 and
ending at Hour 40.
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Speed (mph)

(a) Current Plan

(b) Alternate Plan

Speed (mph)

Figure 5.4 Storm BETSY Time-Space Diagrams for Route 1

(a) Current Plan

(b) Alternate Plan

Figure 5.5 Storm CAMILLE Time-Space Diagrams for Route 1
Figure 5.4 compares congestion levels under (a) existing and (b) alternate plans for Storm
BETSY. Under this scenario, there is a slightly reduced amount of traffic predicted to go to
western destinations. Therefore, the lower levels of congestion experienced for this storm
scenario were expected. The congestion areas appear in the same places as before (contraflow
crossover and termination points). The figure also highlights the temporal change made between
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the two current and alternate plans. The current plan extended a 24-hour period, starting at Hour
16 until Hour 40. In contrast, the alternate plan for BETSY lasted for a reduced amount of time
beginning at Hour 32 and ending at Hour 43. The reduced time frame did not affect the
congestion levels for this highway segment.
Figure 5.5 compares congestion levels under (a) existing and (b) alternate plans for Storm
CAMILLE. Under this scenario, a greater amount of traffic was predicted to go to western
destinations than the previous scenario. This meant that the higher levels of congestion
experienced for this storm scenario were expected. The congestion areas appeared in the same
general places as before along the Interstate. The figure also highlights the temporal change
made between the two current and alternate plans. The alternate plan lasted for a reduced amount
of time beginning at Hour 35 and extending to the end of the simulation period. For this storm
scenario, it appeared that the reduced contraflow period had an adverse effect on congestion
levels. This point is illustrated when comparing the contraflow crossover point at Mile 7. The
shockwave resulted in much lower speeds under the alternate plan than the existing plan.

5.1.2.

Route 2 (I-10 EB New Orleans CBD to Slidell)

Figure 5.6 compares congestion levels under (a) existing and (b) alternate plans for Storm
WEST for the eastbound route on I-10, Route 2. Under the WEST scenario, an increased amount
traffic was expected to desire eastern destinations. Therefore, the increased amount of congestion
along this route was expected. Under the current contraflow configuration, traffic is not allowed
to continue on I-10 eastbound past Slidell. During the simulation, this forced a large number of
evacuees to exit the Interstate, causing the congestion seen in Figure 5.6 (a). Under the alternate
plan, some congestion was still experienced at the twinspan bridge (Mile 20) due to a lane drop.
However, because the alternate plan allowed evacuees to continue on I-10 eastbound past Slidell,
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more evacuees stayed on the Interstate and did not cause ramp back-up traffic as seen in under

Speed (mph)

the current plan simulation.

(a) Current Plan

(b) Alternate Plan

Speed (mph)

Figure 5.6 Storm WEST Time-Space Diagrams for Route 2

(a) Current Plan

(b) Alternate Plan

Figure 5.7 Storm EAST Time-Space Diagrams for Route 2
Figure 5.7 compares congestion levels under (a) existing and (b) alternate plans for Storm
EAST. Under this scenario, a reduced amount traffic was expected to desired eastern destinations.
Therefore, the reduced amount of congestion along this route, compared to the previous scenario,
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was expected. Again, under the current plan, travelers must divert off the interstate to continue
east into Mississippi. This diversion caused the congestion seen in Figure 5.6 (a). The alternate
plan diagram shows the relief in congestion experienced when travelers were allowed to continue

Speed (mph)

on I-10 eastbound.

(a) Current Plan

(b) Alternate Plan

Speed (mph)

Figure 5.8 Storm BETSY Time-Space Diagrams for Route 2

(a) Current Plan

(b) Alternate Plan

Figure 5.9 Storm CAMILLE Time-Space Diagrams for Route 2
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Figure 5.8 compares congestion levels under (a) existing and (b) alternate plans for Storm
BETSY. Under this scenario, a reduced amount traffic was expected to desired eastern
destinations. Again, some relief from the congestion experienced in the current plan was found
when compared to the alternate plan.
Figure 5.9 compares congestion levels under (a) existing and (b) alternate plans for Storm
CAMILLE. Again, a relief in congestion was found when comparing the current plan to the
alternate plan

Route 3 (Laplace to Baton Rouge)

Speed (mph)

5.1.3.

(a) Current Plan

(b) Alternate Plan

Figure 5.10 Storm WEST Time-Space Diagrams for Route 3
Figure 5.10 compares congestion levels under (a) existing and (b) alternate plans for
Storm WEST for the westbound route on I-10, Route 3. A reduced level of traffic was expected
to desire western destinations under this storm scenario. Therefore, the lack of congestion found
on this highway segment was appropriate, given that ambient traffic in Baton Rouge was not
included in the simulation. The color pattern seen in this figure (and the next three) was due to
speed limit changes present in the network. The yellow area was located just past the I-55
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interchange and was a continuation of the reduced bridge speed limit also seen in the contraflow
segment. The red area across the top of the figures represented a reduced speed limit as the
highway segment entered the Baton Rouge metropolitan area. This reduction in speed was not
based on a posted speed. This speed reduction was meant to mimic the reduction in speed that
would be necessary due to the increased ambient traffic present in the Baton Rouge area.
Figure 5.11 compares congestion levels under (a) existing and (b) alternate plans for
Storm EAST. An increased level of traffic was expected to desire western destinations under this
storm scenario. Therefore, the increased congestion found was reasonable. Two main areas of
congestion occurred. The first was due to the traffic stream entering the Baton Rouge area and
encountering a reduction in speed. The second occurred in the Gonzales area as more

Speed (mph)

opportunities for traffic to enter and exit the interstate were introduced along the route.

(a) Current Plan

(b) Alternate Plan

Figure 5.11 Storm EAST Time-Space Diagrams for Route 3
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Speed (mph)

(a) Current Plan
(b) Alternate Plan
Figure 5.12 Storm BETSY Time-Space Diagrams for Route 3
Figure 5.12 compares congestion levels under (a) existing and (b) alternate plans for
Storm BETSY. Again, reduced levels of traffic were expected under this scenario, leading to very
little congestion present in the figure. A small area of congestion did occur in the Baton Rouge
metropolitan area that did not appear under the current plan. This was due to the time constraint

Speed (mph)

placed on the contraflow period in the alternate plan.

(a) Current Plan

(b) Alternate Plan

Figure 5.13 Storm CAMILLE Time-Space Diagrams for Route 3
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Figure 5.13 compares congestion levels under (a) existing and (b) alternate plans for
Storm CAMILLE. For this storm scenario, a large area of congestion was present for the alternate
plan, beginning in Baton Rouge, which did not appear in the current plan simulation. It is
believed that this was due to the time constraint placed on the contraflow period in the alternate
plan.

5.2. Volume Distribution Comparison
This section describes the comparison of volume distribution over time at different points
on the network under the different storm scenarios. Only key figures are presented that highlight
the differences in routing made by introducing alternate evacuation plans. All other figures are
included in Appendix D. The purpose of the volume comparison was to identify any evacuee
route changes than may have been influenced by the use of adaptive plans.
Spatial differences were identified first. It was found that allowing evacuees to continue
eastbound on I-10 in the alternate plan had significant impacts on the routing decisions. Figure
5.14 shows a comparison on hourly volume distribution between the existing and alternate plans
(“Flex Plan” in the figures) for each storm scenario as recorded at a point on I-10 eastbound just
after the junction with I-12 and I-59 but before the route enters Mississippi. It is interesting to
note that higher volumes were generally present under the alternate plan compared to the existing
plan. The initial assumption was that the lack of a ramp restriction under the alternate plans
created the surge in volumes. However, it may also have been due to the fact that less congestion
was experienced, thereby allowing more traffic flow and increasing the volume when the ramp
restriction was removed.
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Figure 5.14 Volume Distribution under Each Evacuation Plan at I-10 EB Slidell
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Figure 5.15 Volume Distribution Comparison at US 11 Northbound in Slidell
Figure 5.15 shows the comparison of volume distributions at a point on U.S. 11 in Slidell
before its junction with I-12. In the figures, it is apparent that this route was the main detour used
by travelers to travel east into Mississippi during the contraflow hours (16-40) in the existing
plan. Although there was a restriction on I-10 for this plan, no lane restriction was placed at the
termination of I-12 eastbound; therefore, evacuees were able to leave I-10 for US 11, access I-12
eastbound and then continue onto I-10 eastbound past the lane restriction. By comparing Figure
5.15 with Figure 5.14, a generalization can be made that removing restrictions on the Interstate
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System during contraflow hours will encourage the use of these routes over the local road
system.

Figure 5.16 Volume Distribution Comparison on Lake Ponchatrain Causeway Bridge
Figure 5.16 compares the volume distribution on the Lake Ponchatrain Causeway Bridge
at its northern terminus near Mandeville, LA. It is interesting to note the drop in volumes for all
storm scenarios under the alternate plans. This drop in volume was again attributed to removing
the lane restriction on I-10 eastbound. Evacuees using the Causeway Bridge accessed I-12
eastbound through either the Mandeville or Madisonville interchange as it was not possible to
access I-12 EB directly from the Causeway/I-12 interchange. This finding further supports the
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generalization that removing the lane restriction on the Interstate encouraged the use of the
Interstate System directly rather than relying on the local road system.
The next issue that was examined was the temporal aspects of contraflow operations. As
mentioned in the previous chapter, the contraflow implementation times were changed for the
BETSY and CAMILLE scenarios. These changes were examined at two locations that were
directly affected by contraflow operations.

Figure 5.17 Volume Distribution Comparison on I-10 WB (Normalflow) at Loyola Avenue
Interchange
Figure 5.17 shows the volume distribution comparison on I-10 WB at the Loyola Avenue
interchange during both the BETSY and CAMILLE storm scenarios. The figures highlight traffic
forced to use the normalflow side of the interstate more during the afternoon on the first
simulation day during the alternate plans. Once the contraflow operations activated in the
alternate plans, the volumes steadily decreased during each storm scenario until the end of the
simulation. This result implies that reducing the contraflow period to an 11-13 hour period
before hurricane landfall encouraged more evacuees to leave the day before when no restrictions
are placed on the Interstate System.
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Figure 5.18 Volume Distribution Comparison on I-55 NB (Normalflow) in Hammond
Figure 5.18 compares the volume distribution on I-55 northbound in Hammond in the
normalflow lanes for both the BETSY and CAMILLE scenarios. The beginning of contraflow
operations under the alternate plans is apparent in the BETSY scenario because of the sharp
decreases in volume that occurred between Hours 35 and 44. The beginning of contraflow
operations is also seen in the CAMILLIE scenario beginning with a sharp decrease in volume at
Hour 36 under the alternate plan. The decrease in volume in the normalflow lanes for this
simulation model was attributed to the fact that only metropolitan New Orleans traffic was
generated. The vehicles that accessed this normalflow section of highway during the contraflow
period were those diverted onto it from westbound I-12. This was a low number of vehicles
when compared to those coming from I-55 northbound who were diverted into the contraflow
lanes, as Figure 5.19 illustrates. Realistically, more traffic would be found on this roadway
segment as local traffic and evacuees from the Northshore of Lake Ponchatrain (shadow
evacuees) would make use of the highway.
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Figure 5.19 Volume Distribution Comparison on I-55 SB (Contraflow) in Hammond
Figure 5.19 shows the volume distribution comparison for the contraflow section of I-55
in Hammond. Because traffic was only present on this roadway section during the contraflow
period, there is a reduced temporal amount of volume present in the figures. As mentioned
previously, the traffic accessing this highway segment were those diverted from the normal lanes
of I-55 northbound. The amount of traffic present was greater than that found on the normal
lanes because of the contraflow restrictions and the routes evacuees took. Again, the effect of
reducing the time of the contraflow period was noticed. In Figure 5.18, more traffic volume was
recorded in the alternate plans than in the current plans on the first 24 hours of the simulation.
The first day, alternate plan volumes peak around 1,400 veh/hr for BETSY and 2,300 veh/hr for
CAMILLE in Figure 5.18. The first day, current plan volumes peak at 1,200 veh/hr for BETSY
and 1,700 veh/hr for CAMILLE in Figure 5.19. These peaks should match across the alternate
and current plans due to the temporal shift made in the alternate plans. The traffic recorded in the
contraflow lanes in the current plan was not diverted to these lanes until Day 2 in the alternate
plans. This finding reinforces the earlier result explored at the Loyola Avenue interchange, that
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shortening the contraflow period encourages more traffic to use the Interstate System before the
contraflow plan begins.

Figure 5.20 Volume Distribution Comparison on I-59 NB (Normalflow) at LA/MS State
Line
Figure 5.20 shows the volume distribution comparison for the normalflow lanes of I-59
northbound at the Louisiana/Mississippi state line. Under the alternate plans for each storm
scenario, the contraflow lanes in this section of highway were eliminated, forcing the increase in
traffic shown in the figures. Again, because of the lack of local traffic and shadow evacuees
generated in the simulation model, it was reasonable to eliminate this contraflow section. The
decision is verified by examining the peak flows for each scenario. At no time does the volume
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reach 2,000 vehicles per hour (or 1,000 vehicles per hour per lane), which is well below
theoretical capacities for this type of facility (Wolshon 2008). However, if additional volume
from local traffic was factored into the analysis, the theoretical capacity may have been reached
in this segment and, thus, contraflow usage would be justified. However, the simulated traffic
originating from the New Orleans metropolitan area did not require contraflow in this section of
highway.
The preceding examination of volume distributions was performed to identify any
evacuee route changes that may have been influenced by the alternate plan. One result found was
that removing a major ramp restriction during the contraflow operations encouraged the use of
the Interstate System over other major arterials or local roads. A second result was found by
restricting the time period for contraflow operations. By decreasing the contraflow time period,
more evacuees were found to make use of the non-restricted Interstate System the day before
contraflow operations were implemented.

5.3. Overall Effectiveness
The overall effectiveness of the use of adaptive evacuation plans is presented in this
section. The results are tabulated by comparing certain key measures of effectiveness produced
by the microsimulator for each storm scenario under both the current and alternate plan. Each
table is specific to a certain storm scenario. Each table is divided between measures aggregated
across the full microsimulation, average measures obtained by dividing the simulation into 15
minute intervals and individual links assigned by the router, and microsimulation performance
indicators.
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Table 5.1: Comparison of MOEs for Storm WEST under Existing and Alternate Plans

Storm WEST
Existing
Aggregate Results
Number of Vehicle Trips
301,643.00
% of Total Population
81.32%
Total Vehicle Hours
428,541.14
Average Completed Trip Time
90.50
Values per link per 15-min simulated interval
Average Speed (mph)
44.271
Average Travel Time (sec)
24.944
Average Delay (sec)
3.979
Average Density (# of veh)
2.164
Time Ratio (Actual/Free Flow)
1.591
Average Queue (# of veh)
0.521
Microsimulation Characteristics
% of Completed Trips
Final Iteration Number

94.18
27.4

Alternate

Δ

%

301,643.00
81.32%
406,888.60
81.12

21,652.54
9.38

5.05%
10.36%

44.360
23.504
2.570
1.887
1.508
0.224

-0.0886
1.4397
1.4090
0.2770
0.0834
0.2970

-0.20%
5.77%
35.41%
12.80%
5.24%
57.02%

99.8
30.2

-5.62
-2.8

-5.97%
-10.22%

Table 5.1 shows the results for storm scenario WEST under both existing and alternate
plans. Under this storm scenario, 81.32% of the total New Orleans population was predicted to
evacuate leading to a total of 301,643 vehicle trips simulated on the network for the 48-hour
evacuation period. The aggregate total vehicle hours and average complete trip time for the
simulation decreased when run under the alternate plan. On assigned network links, average
speeds slightly increased while average travel times, delay, density, and queues all decreased. To
expand these averaged results, consider that there were 192 fifteen-minute intervals in the 48hour simulation period. Therefore, the 1.41 seconds of reduced delay reported in Table 5.1
becomes 4.5 minutes of reduced average delay for the entire evacuation period. This reduced
delay can be applied to each link that was assigned by the router. However, the exact number of
assigned links is not produced by the TRANSIMS router, therefore further expansion is not
possible. In addition, the number of trips that were completed during the simulation increased,
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meaning fewer trips were terminated in the system due to errors. The most common type of error
were trips that lasted over 2 hours longer in the microsimulator than was predicted by the routing
assignment, resulting in the termination of the trip. Lastly, the number of iterations required
when using alternate plans increased, signifying that the alternate plan allowed the router to
spread traffic to alternative routes.
Table 5.2 shows the results for storm scenario EAST under both existing and alternate
plans. Under this storm scenario, 81.20% of the total New Orleans population was predicted to
evacuate leading to a total of 302,028 vehicle trips simulated on the network for the 48-hour
evacuation period. The aggregate total vehicle hours and average complete trip time for the
simulation decreased when run under the alternate plan. On assigned network links, average
speeds slightly increased while average travel times, delay, density, and queues all decreased.

Table 5.2: Comparison of MOEs for Storm EAST under Existing and Alternate Plans

Storm EAST
Existing

Alternate

Aggregate Results
Number of Vehicle Trips
302,028.80
% of Total Population
81.20%
Total Vehicle Hours
470,653.72
Average Completed Trip Time
98.54
Values per link per 15-min simulated interval
Average Speed (mph)
44.702
Average Travel Time (sec)
24.569
Average Delay (sec)
3.820
Average Density (# of veh)
2.268
Time Ratio (Actual/Free Flow)
1.540
Average Queue (# of veh)
0.521
Microsimulation Characteristics
% of Completed Trips
Final Iteration Number

94.90
27.20
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Δ

%

302,029.00
81.20%
405,579.00
82.80

65,074.72
15.74

13.83%
15.97%

44.828
23.576
2.956
2.100
1.520
0.280

-0.1253
0.9931
0.8637
0.1682
0.0205
0.2405

-0.28%
4.04%
22.61%
7.42%
1.33%
46.19%

97.40
28.40

-2.50
-1.20

-2.63%
-4.41%

Table 5.3 shows the results for storm scenario BETSY under both existing and alternate
plans. Under this storm scenario, 69.20% of the total New Orleans population was predicted to
evacuate leading to a total of 267,983 vehicle trips simulated on the network for the 48-hour
evacuation period. The aggregate total vehicle hours and average complete trip time for the
simulation decreased when run under the alternate plan. On assigned network links, average
speeds slightly increased while average travel times, delay, density, and queues all decreased.
The 2.18 seconds of reduced delay reported in Table 5.2 becomes 7.12 minutes of reduced
average delay when expanded for the entire evacuation period. Similarly, Table 5.4 shows the
results for storm scenario CAMILLE under both existing and alternate plans. Again, the
aggregate total vehicle hours and average complete trip time decreased when the simulation was
run under the alternate plan.

Table 5.3: Comparison of MOEs for Storm BETSY under Existing and Alternate Plans

Storm BETSY
Existing

Alternate

267,983.00
69.20%
365,122.34
88.68

267,983.00
69.20%
319,046.54
71.74

46,075.80
16.94

12.62%
19.10%

Values per link per 15-min simulated interval
Average Speed (mph)
44.463
Average Travel Time (sec)
25.009
Average Delay (sec)
4.247
Average Density (# of veh)
2.118
Time Ratio (Actual/Free Flow)
1.612
Average Queue (# of veh)
0.551

44.685
22.833
2.070
1.541
1.463
0.097

-0.2222
2.1756
2.1779
0.5767
0.1492
0.4542

-0.50%
8.70%
51.28%
27.23%
9.25%
82.43%

99.6
29

-7.4
0.2

-8.03%
0.68%

Aggregate Results
Number of Vehicle Trips
% of Total Population
Total Vehicle Hours
Average Completed Trip Time

Microsimulation Characteristics
% of Completed Trips
Final Iteration Number

92.2
29.2
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Table 5.4: Comparison of MOEs for Storm CAMILLE under Existing and Alternate Plans

Storm CAMILLE
Existing
Aggregate Results
Number of Vehicle Trips
% of Total Population
Total Vehicle Hours
Average Completed Trip Time

Alternate

Δ

%

305,509.00
82.40%
490,392.18
98.66

305,509.00
82.40%
429,436.40
85.16

60,955.78
13.49

12.43%
13.68%

Values per link per 15-min simulated interval
Average Speed (mph)
44.600
Average Travel Time (sec)
24.211
Average Delay (sec)
3.181
Average Density (# of veh)
2.163
Time Ratio (Actual/Free Flow)
1.519
Average Queue (# of veh)
0.419

44.619
23.657
2.676
2.106
1.513
0.247

-0.0188
0.5538
0.5060
0.0570
0.0065
0.1721

-0.04%
2.29%
15.90%
2.64%
0.43%
41.09%

99.04
27.60

-1.38
2.60

-1.41%
8.61%

Microsimulation Characteristics
% of Completed Trips
Final Iteration Number

97.66
30.20

Table 5.5 Overall Results Comparing Existing Plans to Alternate Plans

Avg Trip Time Reduction (mins)
Avg Trip Time Reduction (%)
Total Vehicle Hours Reduction
Total Vehicle Hours Reduction (%)

EAST

WEST

15.74
15.97%
65,074.72
13.83%

9.38
10.36%
21,652.54
5.05%

OVERALL
16.94
13.49
13.89
19.10%
13.68%
14.78%
46,075.80 60,955.78 48,439.71
12.62%
12.43%
10.98%
BETSY

CAMILLE

Table 5.5 shows the final overall results of the simulation procedure comparing the
alternate plans to existing plans under each scenario. A reduction in both the average trip time
and total vehicle hours was experienced for each storm scenario tested when ran under the
alternative plan compared to the existing plan. Overall, the average trip time on the network was
reduced 14.8% and the total vehicle hours were reduced 11% by implementing alternate plans to
fit each storm scenario.
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The overall trip time savings of approximately 14 minutes is substantial, especially when
viewed from a fuel and cost saving perspective. Assuming an average traveling speed of 45 mph
and average fuel economy of 27.5 miles per gallon, approximately 0.4 gallons of fuel is saved by
each vehicle experiencing a 14 minute reduction in travel time. This savings totals to 117,716
gallons of fuel saved for the average 294,290 evacuees simulated in each scenario. Furthermore,
the savings would amount to $412,006 for an average fuel price of $3.50 per gallon.
The overall results shown in this section indicate that adaptive evacuation plans result in
a savings in travel time and other costs over the use of a static evacuation plan. Different storms
generate different evacuation patterns, and the results indicate that these altered patterns are
better served by adaptive evacuation plans.
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Chapter 6. Summary and Conclusions
Significant efforts are currently being made by transportation officials to improve the
planning and preparation of mass evacuations. The idea of an adaptive evacuation plan is an
avenue of research that could help improve future evacuation processes. Adaptive evacuation
stems from the observation that different disaster threat scenarios require different evacuation
responses. While adaptive evacuation planning can be generalized to any form of evacuation
planning, this study has focused on adaptive planning in the context of a hurricane evacuation.
This study incorporated two primary components. The first was the development of a
new method that linked evacuation travel demand modeling with evacuation traffic flow
modeling. The second was to test and evaluate the traffic effects of employing an adaptive
evacuation plans as compared to a static evacuation plan for a set of theoretical storm scenarios.
A review of the literature found that there is knowledge to be gained through research in
the area of emergency evacuation. Much research is already underway in the areas of
understanding evacuation behavior and optimizing existing infrastructure for evacuation.
Research results show that more improvements can be made toward evacuating the public more
efficiently. The topic of adaptive evacuation is one of many ideas aimed at improving evacuation
strategies. However, while most current research relies on complex mathematical models,
adaptive plans rely on a pre-determined set of options agreed upon by emergency managers after
anticipating likely storm scenarios and the predicted response to those scenarios. These plans
also rely on state-of-the-art evacuation response models that are capable of generating the travel
demand expected for any scenario. The combination of evacuation response models within the
context of a region-scale evacuation simulation model was not found in the literature.
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The use of evacuation demand models to determine destination choice and departure
choice in conjunction with a traffic simulation model was demonstrated. One of the main issues
apparent with the decision models was spikes in demand caused by the use of dummy variables.
The evacuation response logit model under-estimated the nighttime evacuation response that was
observed in southeastern Louisiana prior to Hurricane Katrina. Error in the destination choice
logit model fell within a 5% tolerance. These errors did not detract from the overall effectiveness
of the model. The combination of the household decision models with the simulation model of
New Orleans yielded results that were essentially accurate from an evacuation planning
perspective. The results indicated that the combination of models were able to accurately predict
the cumulative evacuation traffic observed during Hurricane Katrina with R2 correlations of at
least 0.7. The end result was that the method was able to be utilized to predict evacuation
operations under different storm scenarios and evacuation orders.
To test adaptive hurricane response, different storm scenarios were created using the
evacuation demand logit models. Four scenarios were created after an examination of the logit
model variables. Two scenarios would exploit the model’s characteristics of dispersing traffic
spatially and two scenarios would exploit temporal traffic characteristics. In addition, alternate
contraflow operation plans were created that would aid in effective traffic movement based on
the expected traffic conditions predicted by the household decision models. The plans included
eliminating contraflow sections that were unwarranted, removing restrictions and imposing new
restrictions to prevent bottlenecks. The results were obtained by comparing simulations of each
storm scenario under both the current contraflow plans and alternate plans.
The results showed that simple alterations to the existing plan had significant impacts on
the simulated network. Removing the restriction on the eastbound ramp along I-10 in Slidell
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during contraflow hours resulted in relieved congestion along the entire I-10 eastbound route. In
addition, this alteration encouraged the use of the Interstate System over the local roads. When
contraflow plans were shortened to a length between 11 and 13 hours instead of the 24-hour
period in the current plans, more simulated traffic was observed using the non-restricted
interstate on the first day of the simulation. The results showed a decrease in both the average
trip completion time and the total vehicle hours reported in each storm scenario when adaptive
evacuation plans were used. Overall, a 14.8% reduction in average travel time and 11%
reduction in total vehicle hours were found after using the adaptive evacuation plans.

6.1

Contributions and Significance
This study was the first to adapt the demand models of Fu, et al, and Cheng, et al, into a

regional-scale traffic simulation model. This process was pioneered specifically for the
incorporation of multiple hurricane scenarios and their resulting traffic demand into the
simulation model. It allowed for a measureable approach to generating evacuation traffic rather
than subjectively assigning departure times and destinations for each scenario. However, the
method also has merit for any evacuation simulation model in which the traffic load generated
must have a quantifiable basis. The end conclusion of this component of research was that the
use of such household-level evacuation response models to generate traffic demand in a
simulation model can produce accurate cumulative evacuation patterns. The cumulative volumes
produced were highly correlated with observed hurricane evacuation data.
This research improved the base New Orleans TRANSIMS model by incorporating a
more rigorous routing and microsimulation equilibration procedure. The base New Orleans
model developed by Wolshon, et al, (2009) was adjusted by incorporating three equilibration
“brackets” into the routing stabilization algorithm. The three brackets were based on iterative
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travel time improvements of 25%, then 20%, then 15% as calculated by the router module. This
more stringent equilibration process led to results which reflect a larger amount of “traveler
information” present in the network, meaning that traffic was spread more evenly across the
network as evacuees avoided routes with too much congestion in favor of alternate routes.
Finally, the study was able to qualitatively and quantitatively assess the traffic impacts
observed when adaptive evacuation plans were used. Less congestion was observed along all
routes when adaptive plans were used when compared to the existing evacuation plan.
Additionally, the use of adaptive plans encouraged evacuees to choose the Interstate System,
which holds more capacity, over the local road system. Overall, the simulation network
experienced a 14.8% reduction in average travel time across the entire simulated region when the
adaptive framework was employed. This reduction is substantial when put in terms of fuel and
other costs saved. Over $400,000 in fuel costs alone could be saved by adapting a static
evacuation plan to fit a set of likely evacuation responses.
The significance of these results lies in their applicability in effectively moving more
people out of danger when faced with a threat. The main argument behind this research is that to
begin to effectively transport these evacuees, something must be known about how they will
react to any given threat. A single, static evacuation plan does not consider the broad range of
response that could come from evacuees. Evacuation plans that have been adapted to suit a range
of likely evacuation responses have been shown in this study to better serve evacuees. While the
research was based on a hurricane case study, the results can be generalized to evacuation
planning for any threat. The general results should be enormously important to all researchers in
the evacuation field, but they will also provide a new wealth of knowledge to emergency
planners who rely on such information to make critical decision.
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Appendix A: TRANSIMS Routing and Microsimulation Script
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Note: This script was executed using the TRANSIMS Studio GUI and Run Time Environment.
TRANSIMS is open-source software, freely available by searching on www.sourceforge.net.
#===========================================================#
#Main Script for Thomas Montz's Thesis!
#
#NOTE:
#Must Run ConvertTrips.py FIRST to Create HH, Trip, and Plan Files
#Change Var TRIPS to match the name used in ConvertTrips.py
#
#
#Runs Router Convergence Based on Re-routing travlers that can improve Trip Time
# ----> First 25%, Then 20%, Then 15% differences.
#Runs 5 Router-->Mircosim Iteterations
#Saves LinkSum Info of Final Microsim Performace File (Vol and Speed)
#===========================================================#
#Allows use of TRANSIMS Run Time Environment (RTE)
import os
import sys
sys.path.insert ( 0 , '../../../TransimsRTE' )
from TransimsRTE import *
var.BINDIR = 'C:/Program Files/TRANSIMS Studio/Bin32; C:/Program Files (x86)/TRANSIMS
Studio/Bin32; C:/TRANSIMS/Bin'
var.USE_CACHE = True
var.OUTPUT_WIDTH = 125
var.SHOW_MODULE_OUTPUT = 'PROGRESS'
#CHANGE STUDY NAME AND RUN NUMBER HERE
var.ALT = 'BETSYflex5'
var.TRIPS = 'Storm3'
var.RUN = 1
#These are "Global" Keys that will appear in ALL control files generated by the script
GlobalKeys.FromString ( """
TITLE New Orleans - Model: @ALT@ - Run: @RUN@
OUTPUT_COORDINATE_SYSTEM
UTM, 18N, METERS
DEFAULT_FILE_FORMAT
TAB_DELIMITED
PROJECT_DIRECTORY
../
CREATE_NOTES_AND_NAME_FIELDS YES
LANE_WIDTH
3.5 //---- meters ---LINK_DIRECTION_OFFSET
0.0 //---- meters ---ACTIVITY_LOCATION_SIDE_OFFSET 15 //---- meters ---PARKING_SIDE_OFFSET
5 //---- meters ---TRANSIT_STOP_SIDE_OFFSET
8 //---- meters ---TRANSIT_DIRECTION_OFFSET
4 //---- meters ---NET_LANE_USE_TABLE
../network/Lane_UseBet.txt
RANDOM_NUMBER_SEED
200905
""" )
# variables controlling the loops
NumRouterIterations = 5
NumMicrosimulatorIterations = 5
#BEGIN!
Event ( 'Partitioning' )
var.NUM_PARTITIONS = 4
#Create Partitions Based on HHList
HHList = ControlKeys ( 'HHList' )
HHList.FromString ( """
HOUSEHOLD_FILE
demand/@TRIPS@.Households
NEW_HOUSEHOLD_LIST
demand/@ALT@.HH_Partition
NUM_SPLIT_FILES
@NUM_PARTITIONS@
""")
HHList.Run ( 'ctl/Router.@ALT@.HHList.ctl' )
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#Create Control Files
Router = ControlKeys ( 'Router' )
Router.FromString ( """
NET_DIRECTORY
NET_NODE_TABLE
NET_LINK_TABLE
NET_PARKING_TABLE
NET_LANE_CONNECTIVITY_TABLE
NET_ACTIVITY_LOCATION_TABLE
NET_PROCESS_LINK_TABLE
HOUSEHOLD_LIST
TRIP_FILE
TIME_OF_DAY_FORMAT
VEHICLE_FILE
NEW_PLAN_FILE
NEW_PROBLEM_FILE
#------Options------#
NODE_LIST_PATHS
LIMIT_PARKING_ACCESS
IGNORE_TIME_CONSTRAINTS
PERCENT_RANDOM_IMPEDANCE
views link impedance
#-----Parameters-----#
WALK_SPEED
WALK_TIME_VALUE
VEHICLE_TIME_VALUE
FIRST_WAIT_VALUE
TRANSFER_WAIT_VALUE
DISTANCE_VALUE
COST_VALUE
TRANSFER_PENALTY
#LEFT_TURN_PENALTY
#PARKING_HOURS_BY_PURPOSE
#----Constraints-----#
MAX_WALK_DISTANCE
MAX_KISS_RIDE_DROPOFF_WALK
MIN_WAIT_TIME
MAX_CIRCUITY_DISTANCE

../network
Node
Link
Parking
Lane_Connectivity
Activity_Location
Process_Link
demand/@ALT@.HH_Partition
demand/@TRIPS@.Trips
24_HOUR_CLOCK
demand/@TRIPS@.Vehicles
plans/@NEW@.@ALT@.TravelPlans
router/@NEW@.@ALT@.Problems
YES
YES
YES
20

1.0
20.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
1.0
5
1500
300
8.5, 2.5,
2000
100
60
100000

//--Randomly adjusts how a traveler

//---- meters / second ---//---- imped / second ---//---- imped / second ---//---- imped / second ---//---- imped / second ---//---- imped / meter ---- * <These diff
//---- imped / cent ---- * <than Joe's
//---- impedance ---- *
<Router file
//---- impedance ---1.0, 1.0 //---- hours ---//---- meters ---//---- meters ---//---- seconds ---//---- meters ---

""" )
PlanSum = ControlKeys ( 'PlanSum' )
PlanSum.FromString ( """
NET_DIRECTORY
NET_NODE_TABLE
NET_LINK_TABLE
NET_PARKING_TABLE
NET_ACTIVITY_LOCATION_TABLE
NET_LANE_CONNECTIVITY_TABLE
PLAN_FILE
SUMMARY_TIME_PERIODS
SUMMARY_TIME_INCREMENT
NEW_LINK_DELAY_FILE
NEW_LINK_DELAY_FORMAT
EQUATION_PARAMETERS_1
EQUATION_PARAMETERS_2
#NEW_LINK_VOLUME_FILE
#NEW_LINK_VOLUME_FORMAT
#NEW_TRIP_TABLE_FILE
#NEW_TRIP_TABLE_FORMAT
#ZONE_EQUIVALENCE_FILE
NEW_TRIP_TIME_FILE
PLANSUM_REPORT_1
PLANSUM_REPORT_2

../network
Node
Link
Parking
Activity_Location
Lane_Connectivity
plans/@NEW@.@ALT@.TravelPlans.t*
0:00..48:00
15
//---- minutes ---router/@NEW@.@ALT@.Performance
TAB_DELIMITED
BPR, 0.15, 4.0, 0.75
BPR, 0.40, 3.3, 0.75
router/@NEW@.@ALT@.Volume
TAB_DELIMITED
router/@NEW@.@ALT@.TripData
TAB_DELIMITED
inputs/Zone_Equiv.txt
router/@NEW@.@ALT@.TripTimes
TOP_100_V/C_RATIOS
TRAVEL_SUMMARY_REPORT
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PLANSUM_REPORT_3

PRINT_ZONE_EQUIVALENCIES

""")
#-------------------------------------------------------#Run Bootstrap Routing Process
Event ( 'Partitoned bootstrap routing' )
var.NEW = 1
Router.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Router.@ALT@.Router.ctl', Partitioned=True)
PlanSum.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Router.@ALT@.PlanSum.ctl' )
#------------------------------------------------#Select Travel Times 25% Different
PlanSelect = ControlKeys ( 'PlanSelect' )
PlanSelect.FromString ( """
VEHICLE_FILE
PLAN_FILE
LINK_DELAY_FILE
NEW_HOUSEHOLD_LIST
NET_DIRECTORY
NET_NODE_TABLE
NET_LINK_TABLE
NET_PARKING_TABLE
NET_LANE_CONNECTIVITY_TABLE
PERCENT_TIME_DIFFERENCE
MINIMUM_TIME_DIFFERENCE
MAXIMUM_TIME_DIFFERENCE
SELECTION_PERCENTAGE
MAXIMUM_PERCENT_SELECTED
#RANDOM_NUMBER_SEED
""" )
#Reset previous
Router.SetKey (
Router.SetKey (
Router.SetKey (

demand/@TRIPS@.Vehicles
plans/@OLD@.@ALT@.TravelPlans
router/@OLD@.@ALT@.Performance
demand/@OLD@.@ALT@.HH_List
../network
Node
Link
Parking
Lane_Connectivity
25
//---- travel time ratio ---5
//---- minutes ---30
//---- minutes ---50
//---- percent ---8
//---- percent ---255

router keys
'HOUSEHOLD_LIST' , 'demand/@OLD@.@ALT@.HH_List' , ReplaceKeys=True )
'LINK_DELAY_FILE' , 'router/@OLD@.@ALT@.Performance' )
'NEW_PLAN_FILE' , 'plans/@NEW@.@ALT@.Plans' , ReplaceKeys=True )

PlanMerge = ControlKeys ( 'PlanPrep' )
PlanMerge.FromString ( """
INPUT_PLAN_FILE
MERGE_PLAN_FILE
OUTPUT_PLAN_FILE
""" )

plans/@NEW@.@ALT@.Plans
plans/@OLD@.@ALT@.TravelPlans
plans/@NEW@.@ALT@.TravelPlans

#SETUP STAT SPREADSHEET
PerformanceFile = open ( '../results/' + var.ALT + '.Performance.csv' , 'wt')
PerformanceFile.write ( 'Iteration, HouseholdsSelectedPct, NumHouseholdsSelected, ' +
'HouseholdsWrittenPct, NumHouseholdsWritten, NumInputPlans, ' +
'NumInputTravelers, NumInputTrips, NumTurns, TotalVehHrs\n' )
# ROUTER ITERATIONS - RUNNING THEM PARTITIONED
HouseholdsSelectedPct = 0
Diff = 100
count = 0
#for i in range(5):
while (Diff > 1):
var.OLD = var.NEW
var.NEW += 1
Event ( 'Router Iteration @NEW@' )
PlanSelect.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Router.@ALT@.PlanSelect.ctl' , Partitioned=True )
Router.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@_Router.@ALT@.Router.ctl' , Partitioned=True )
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PlanMerge.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Router.@ALT@.PlanMerge.ctl' ,
PlanSum.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Router.@ALT@.PlanSum.ctl' )

Partitioned=True )

HHSelectOld = HouseholdsSelectedPct
HouseholdsSelectedPct = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Selected PCT' ,
Type = 'AVERAGE' )
Diff = abs(HouseholdsSelectedPct - HHSelectOld)

Default = 0 ,

NumHouseholdsSelected = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Selected' ,
Default = 0 )
HouseholdsWrittenPct = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Written PCT' ,
Default = 0 ,
Type = 'AVERAGE' )
NumHouseholdsWritten = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Written' ,
Default = 0 )
NumInputPlans = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Input Plans' ,
Default = 0 )
NumInputTravelers = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Input Travelers' ,
Default = 0 )
NumInputTrips = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Input Trips' ,
Default = 0 )
NumTurns = PlanSum.GetResult ('Total Number of Turns', Default = 0)
HoursOfTravel = PlanSum.GetResult ('Total Vehicle Hours of Travel', Default = 0)
PerformanceFile.write (
str ( var.NEW ) + ', ' +
str ( HouseholdsSelectedPct ) + ', ' +
str ( NumHouseholdsSelected ) + ', ' +
str ( HouseholdsWrittenPct ) + ', ' +
str ( NumHouseholdsWritten ) + ', ' +
str ( NumInputPlans ) + ', ' +
str ( NumInputTravelers ) + ', ' +
str ( NumInputTrips ) + ', ' +
str ( NumTurns ) + ',' +
str ( HoursOfTravel ) + ',' +
'\n' )
PerformanceFile.flush ()
if count > 0:
#if i > 0:
ReplaceFilesWithPlaceholders ( '../plans/@OLD@.@ALT@*Plans*' )
ReplaceFilesWithPlaceholders ( '../router/@OLD@.@ALT@*Performance*' )
ReplaceFilesWithPlaceholders ( '../router/@OLD@.@ALT@*LinkDelay*' )
else:
Event ( 'Files for restart: '+str(var.OLD) )
if count > 20:
break
count += 1
#************************************
#Select Travel Times 20% Different
PlanSelect.FromString ( """
PERCENT_TIME_DIFFERENCE
""" , ReplaceKeys=True )

20

//---- travel time ratio ----

HouseholdsSelectedPct = 0
Diff = 100
count = 0
#for i in range(5):
while (Diff > 0.5):
var.OLD = var.NEW
var.NEW += 1
Event ( 'Router Iteration @NEW@' )
PlanSelect.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Router.@ALT@.PlanSelect.ctl' , Partitioned=True )
Router.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@_Router.@ALT@.Router.ctl' , Partitioned=True )
PlanMerge.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Router.@ALT@.PlanMerge.ctl' , Partitioned=True )
PlanSum.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Router.@ALT@.PlanSum.ctl' )
HHSelectOld = HouseholdsSelectedPct
HouseholdsSelectedPct = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Selected PCT' ,
Type = 'AVERAGE' )
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Default = 0 ,

Diff = abs(HouseholdsSelectedPct - HHSelectOld)
NumHouseholdsSelected = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Selected' ,
Default = 0 )
HouseholdsWrittenPct = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Written PCT' ,
Default = 0 ,
Type = 'AVERAGE' )
NumHouseholdsWritten = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Written' ,
Default = 0 )
NumInputPlans = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Input Plans' ,
Default = 0 )
NumInputTravelers = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Input Travelers' ,
Default = 0 )
NumInputTrips = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Input Trips' ,
Default = 0 )
NumTurns = PlanSum.GetResult ('Total Number of Turns', Default = 0)
HoursOfTravel = PlanSum.GetResult ('Total Vehicle Hours of Travel', Default = 0)
PerformanceFile.write (
str ( var.NEW ) + ', ' +
str ( HouseholdsSelectedPct ) + ', ' +
str ( NumHouseholdsSelected ) + ', ' +
str ( HouseholdsWrittenPct ) + ', ' +
str ( NumHouseholdsWritten ) + ', ' +
str ( NumInputPlans ) + ', ' +
str ( NumInputTravelers ) + ', ' +
str ( NumInputTrips ) + ', ' +
str ( NumTurns ) + ',' +
str ( HoursOfTravel ) + ',' +
'\n' )
PerformanceFile.flush ()
if count > 0:
#if i > 0:
ReplaceFilesWithPlaceholders ( '../plans/@OLD@.@ALT@*Plans*' )
ReplaceFilesWithPlaceholders ( '../router/@OLD@.@ALT@*Performance*' )
ReplaceFilesWithPlaceholders ( '../router/@OLD@.@ALT@*LinkDelay*' )
else:
Event ( 'Files for restart: '+str(var.OLD) )
if count > 20:
break
count += 1
#***********************************
#Select Travel Times 15% Different
PlanSelect.FromString ( """
SELECT_VC_RATIOS
PERCENT_TIME_DIFFERENCE
MINIMUM_TIME_DIFFERENCE
MAXIMUM_TIME_DIFFERENCE
""" , ReplaceKeys=True )

15
10
70

NULL
//---- travel time ratio ---//---- minutes ---//---- minutes ----

HouseholdsSelectedPct = 0
Diff = 100
count = 0
#for i in range(5):
while (Diff > 0.5):
var.OLD = var.NEW
var.NEW += 1
Event ( 'Router Iteration @NEW@' )
PlanSelect.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Router.@ALT@.PlanSelect.ctl' , Partitioned=True )
Router.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@_Router.@ALT@.Router.ctl' , Partitioned=True )
PlanMerge.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Router.@ALT@.PlanMerge.ctl' , Partitioned=True )
PlanSum.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Router.@ALT@.PlanSum.ctl' )
HHSelectOld = HouseholdsSelectedPct
HouseholdsSelectedPct = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Selected PCT' ,
Type = 'AVERAGE' )
Diff = abs(HouseholdsSelectedPct - HHSelectOld)
NumHouseholdsSelected = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Selected' ,
HouseholdsWrittenPct = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Written PCT' ,
Type = 'AVERAGE' )
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Default = 0 ,

Default = 0 )
Default = 0 ,

NumHouseholdsWritten = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Written' ,
Default = 0 )
NumInputPlans = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Input Plans' ,
Default = 0 )
NumInputTravelers = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Input Travelers' ,
Default = 0 )
NumInputTrips = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Input Trips' ,
Default = 0 )
NumTurns = PlanSum.GetResult ('Total Number of Turns', Default = 0)
HoursOfTravel = PlanSum.GetResult ('Total Vehicle Hours of Travel', Default = 0)
PerformanceFile.write (
str ( var.NEW ) + ', ' +
str ( HouseholdsSelectedPct ) + ', ' +
str ( NumHouseholdsSelected ) + ', ' +
str ( HouseholdsWrittenPct ) + ', ' +
str ( NumHouseholdsWritten ) + ', ' +
str ( NumInputPlans ) + ', ' +
str ( NumInputTravelers ) + ', ' +
str ( NumInputTrips ) + ', ' +
str ( NumTurns ) + ',' +
str ( HoursOfTravel ) + ',' +
'\n' )
PerformanceFile.flush ()
if count > 0:
#if i > 0:
ReplaceFilesWithPlaceholders ( '../plans/@OLD@.@ALT@*Plans*' )
ReplaceFilesWithPlaceholders ( '../router/@OLD@.@ALT@*Performance*' )
ReplaceFilesWithPlaceholders ( '../router/@OLD@.@ALT@*LinkDelay*' )
else:
Event ( 'Files for restart: '+str(var.OLD) )
if count > 20:
break
count += 1
# MICROSIMULATOR ITERATIONS - PREPARTIONS
Microsimulator = ControlKeys ( 'Microsimulator' )
Microsimulator.FromString ( """
NET_DIRECTORY
../network
NET_NODE_TABLE
Node
NET_LINK_TABLE
Link
NET_POCKET_LANE_TABLE
Pocket_Lane
NET_PARKING_TABLE
Parking
NET_LANE_CONNECTIVITY_TABLE
Lane_Connectivity
NET_ACTIVITY_LOCATION_TABLE
Activity_Location
NET_PROCESS_LINK_TABLE
Process_Link
NET_UNSIGNALIZED_NODE_TABLE
Unsignalized_Node
NET_SIGNALIZED_NODE_TABLE
Signalized_Node
NET_TIMING_PLAN_TABLE
Timing_Plan
NET_PHASING_PLAN_TABLE
Phasing_Plan
NET_DETECTOR_TABLE
Detector
NET_SIGNAL_COORDINATOR_TABLE
Signal_Coordinator
VEHICLE_FILE
demand/@TRIPS@.Vehicles
SORT_VEHICLES
TRUE
VEHICLE_TYPE_FILE
demand/Vehicle_Type
PLAN_FILE
plans/@NEW@.@ALT@.TimePlans
NODE_LIST_PATHS
Yes
CELL_SIZE
TIME_STEPS_PER_SECOND
TIME_OF_DAY_FORMAT
SIMULATION_START_TIME
SIMULATION_END_TIME
SPEED_CALCULATION_METHOD

7.5
1
24_HOUR_CLOCK
0:00
50:00
CELL-BASED

//---- meters ---//---- steps / second ----

PLAN_FOLLOWING_DISTANCE
LOOK_AHEAD_TIME_FACTOR
LOOK_AHEAD_LANE_FACTOR
LOOK_AHEAD_DISTANCE

525
1.0
4.0
260

//---//---//---//----

MAXIMUM_SWAPPING_SPEED

22.5
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meters ---imped / second ---imped / lane change ---meters ----

//---- meters / second ----

ENFORCE_PARKING_LANES
SLOW_DOWN_PROBABILITY

YES
8

SLOW_DOWN_PERCENTAGE

10

DRIVER_REACTION_TIME
#RANDOM_NUMBER_SEED

0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0
1623

MINIMUM_WAITING_TIME
MAXIMUM_WAITING_TIME
MAX_ARRIVAL_TIME_VARIANCE
MAX_DEPARTURE_TIME_VARIANCE

180
9000
180
180

//---- seconds ---//---- seconds ---//---- minutes ---//---- minutes ----

55

//---- percent ----

//---- percent by facility type --

--

#PERMISSION_PROBABILITY
NEW_PROBLEM_FILE
OUTPUT_SUMMARY_FILE_1
OUTPUT_SUMMARY_TIME_FORMAT_1
OUTPUT_SUMMARY_INCREMENT_1
OUTPUT_SUMMARY_TIME_RANGE_1
OUTPUT_SUMMARY_TURN_FLAG_1
OUTPUT_EVENT_TYPE_1
OUTPUT_EVENT_FILE_1
OUTPUT_EVENT_FILTER_1
OUTPUT_EVENT_TIME_FORMAT_1
OUTPUT_EVENT_TIME_RANGE_1

//---- percent by facility type ----

results/@NEW@.@ALT@.MsimProblems
results/@NEW@.@ALT@.Performance
24_HOUR_CLOCK
0:15
0:00..48:00
YES
START_TIME, END_TIME
results/@NEW@.@ALT@.Events
60
24_HOUR_CLOCK
0..86400

""")
PlanSort = ControlKeys ('PlanPrep')
PlanSort.FromString ( """
INPUT_PLAN_FILE
OUTPUT_PLAN_FILE
PLAN_SORT_OPTION
PLAN_COMBINE_OPTION
""" )

plans/@NEW@.@ALT@.TravelPlans.t*
plans/@NEW@.@ALT@.TimePlans
TIME
FILE

# ROUTER AND MICROSIMULATOR ITERATIONS - RUNNING THEM PARTITIONED
ProblemSelect = ControlKeys('ProblemSelect')
ProblemSelect.FromString("""
PROBLEM_FILE
results/@OLD@.@ALT@.MsimProblems
#HOUSEHOLD_LIST
demand/@ALT@.HH_Partition
NEW_HOUSEHOLD_LIST
demand/@OLD@.@ALT@.HH_List
#SELECT_TIME_PERIODS
6:00..18:00
SELECT_PROBLEM_TYPES
PATH_BUILDING, TIME_SCHEDULE, ZERO_NODE, VEHICLE_ACCESS,
WAIT_TIME, LINK_ACCESS, LANE_CONNECTIVITY, LANE_MERGING, LANE_CHANGING, TURNING_SPEED,
POCKET_MERGE, VEHICLE_SPACING, ACCESS_RESTRICTION
SELECTION_PERCENTAGE
MAXIMUM_PERCENT_SELECTED
#RANDOM_NUMBER_SEED

100
20
1223

""")
for i in range ( NumMicrosimulatorIterations ):
var.OLD = var.NEW
var.NEW += 1
Event ( 'Router + Microsimulator Iteration @NEW@' )
if i == 0:
PlanSelect.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Microsimulator.@ALT@.PlanSelect.ctl' ,
Partitioned=True)
Router.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Microsimulator.@ALT@.Router.ctl' , Partitioned=True )
PlanMerge.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Microsimulator.@ALT@.PlanMerge.ctl' , Partitioned=True
)
PlanSort.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Microsimulator.@ALT@.PlanSort.ctl' )
Microsimulator.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Microsimulator.@ALT@.Microsimulator.ctl' )
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HouseholdsSelectedPct = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Selected PCT' ,
Default = 0, Type = 'AVERAGE')
NumHouseholdsSelected = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Selected' ,
Default = 0 )
HouseholdsWrittenPct = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Written PCT' ,
Default
= 0, Type = 'AVERAGE' )
NumHouseholdsWritten = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Written' ,
Default
= 0 )
NumInputPlans = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Input Plans' ,
Default = 0 )
NumInputTravelers = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Input Travelers' ,
Default =
0 )
NumInputTrips = PlanSelect.GetResult ( 'Input Trips' ,
Default = 0 )
NumTurns = 0
HoursOfTravel = Microsimulator.GetResult ('Total Hours for Completed Vehicle
Trips', Default = 0)
AverageTravel = Microsimulator.GetResult ('Average Travel Time for Completed
Trips', Default = 0)
TripsCompletedPct = Microsimulator.GetResult('Number of Vehicle Trips Completed
PCT', Default =0)
PerformanceFile.write (
str ( var.NEW ) + ', ' +
str ( HouseholdsSelectedPct ) + ', ' +
str ( NumHouseholdsSelected ) + ', ' +
str ( HouseholdsWrittenPct ) + ', ' +
str ( NumHouseholdsWritten ) + ', ' +
str ( NumInputPlans ) + ', ' +
str ( NumInputTravelers ) + ', ' +
str ( NumInputTrips ) + ', ' +
str ( NumTurns ) + ', '+
str ( HoursOfTravel ) + ', '+
str ( AverageTravel ) + ', '+
str (TripsCompletedPct) + ', ' +
'\n' )
PerformanceFile.flush ()
else:
#The rest of the loop allows ProblemSelect to run instead of PlanSelect
#Order: ProblemSelect, Router, Old Plan File Sorted by Traveler, New Plan File Merged with Old
#One, Resulting Plan File Sorted by Time, Microsim
Router.SetKey ( 'LINK_DELAY_FILE' , 'results/@OLD@.@ALT@.Performance', ReplaceKeys
= True)
ProblemSelect.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Microsimulator.@ALT@.ProblemSelect.ctl')
Router.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Microsimulator.@ALT@.Router.ctl', Partitioned = False)
PlanSort = ControlKeys ('PlanPrep')
PlanSort.FromString ( """
INPUT_PLAN_FILE
OUTPUT_PLAN_FILE
PLAN_SORT_OPTION
PLAN_COMBINE_OPTION
""", ReplaceKeys = True )

plans/@OLD@.@ALT@.TimePlans
plans/@NEW@.@ALT@.TravPlans
TRAVELER
FILE

PlanSort.Run('ctl/@NEW@.Microsimulator.@ALT@.Router.ctl')
PlanMerge = ControlKeys ( 'PlanPrep' )
PlanMerge.FromString ( """
INPUT_PLAN_FILE
plans/@NEW@.@ALT@.Plans
MERGE_PLAN_FILE
plans/@NEW@.@ALT@.TravPlans
OUTPUT_PLAN_FILE
plans/@NEW@.@ALT@.TravelPlans
""", ReplaceKeys = True )
PlanMerge.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Microsimulator.@ALT@.PlanMerge.ctl', Partitioned =
False)
PlanSort = ControlKeys ('PlanPrep')
PlanSort.FromString ( """
INPUT_PLAN_FILE
OUTPUT_PLAN_FILE
PLAN_SORT_OPTION
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plans/@NEW@.@ALT@.TravelPlans
plans/@NEW@.@ALT@.TimePlans
TIME

PLAN_COMBINE_OPTION
""" , ReplaceKeys = True)

FILE

PlanSort.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Microsimulator.@ALT@.PlanSort.ctl' )
Microsimulator.Run ( 'ctl/@NEW@.Microsimulator.@ALT@.Microsimulator.ctl' )
# and we keep writing additional records to the Performance.csv file
HouseholdsSelectedPct = ProblemSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Selected PCT' ,
Default = 0)
NumHouseholdsSelected = ProblemSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Selected' ,
Default = 0 )
HouseholdsWrittenPct = ProblemSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Written PCT' ,
Default = 0 )
NumHouseholdsWritten = ProblemSelect.GetResult ( 'Households Written' ,
Default = 0 )
NumInputPlans = ProblemSelect.GetResult ( 'Input Plans' ,

Default = 0

)
NumInputTravelers = ProblemSelect.GetResult ( 'Input Travelers' ,

Default

= 0 )
NumInputTrips = ProblemSelect.GetResult ( 'Input Trips' ,

Default = 0

)
NumTurns = 0
HoursOfTravel = Microsimulator.GetResult ('Total Hours for Completed Vehicle
Trips', Default = 0)
AverageTravel = Microsimulator.GetResult ('Average Travel Time for Completed
Trips', Default = 0)
TripsCompletedPct = Microsimulator.GetResult('Number of Vehicle Trips Completed
PCT', Default =0)
PerformanceFile.write (
str ( var.NEW ) + ', ' +
str ( HouseholdsSelectedPct ) + ', ' +
str ( NumHouseholdsSelected ) + ', ' +
str ( HouseholdsWrittenPct ) + ', ' +
str ( NumHouseholdsWritten ) + ', ' +
str ( NumInputPlans ) + ', ' +
str ( NumInputTravelers ) + ', ' +
str ( NumInputTrips ) + ', ' +
str ( NumTurns ) + ', '+
str ( HoursOfTravel ) + ', '+
str ( AverageTravel ) + ', '+
str ( TripsCompletedPct ) + ', '+
'\n' )
PerformanceFile.flush ()
# only keep the plan files for every tenth Microsimulator iteration as
# a potential restart point
if i not in ( 0 , 10 , 20 ):
ReplaceFilesWithPlaceholders ( '../plans/@OLD@.@ALT@*Plans*' )
ReplaceFilesWithPlaceholders ( '../router/@OLD@.@ALT@*Performance*' )
ReplaceFilesWithPlaceholders ( '../router/@OLD@.@ALT@*LinkDelay*' )
else:
Event ( 'File set for restart: '+str(var.OLD) )
Event('Run Link Sum')
LinkSum = ControlKeys ( 'LinkSum' )
LinkSum.FromString ( """
#----- Input Files ---LINK_DELAY_FILE
NET_DIRECTORY
NET_LINK_TABLE
SUMMARY_TIME_PERIODS
SUMMARY_TIME_INCREMENT
MINIMUM_LINK_VOLUME

results/@NEW@.@ALT@.Performance
../network
Link
0:00..48:00
60
1

#---- Output Files ---NEW_LINK_VOLUME_FILE
SpreadsheetResults/VOL.@ALT@.txt
NEW_LINK_SPEED_FILE
SpreadsheetResults/SPD.@ALT@.txt
""", ReplaceKeys = True )
LinkSum.Run ( 'ctl/@ALT@.LinkSum.ctl', Partitioned = False
Event ('Done!')
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Appendix B: Integrated Model Simulation Result Plots
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Station 15, I-55 SB Hammond (Contraflow)
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Appendix C: Storm Scenario Variables
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Storm: Katrina

Time
12:00 AM
1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM
5:00 AM
6:00 AM
7:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM
1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM
5:00 AM
6:00 AM
7:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM

Sim Hour Evac Order
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

Hurricane
Wind Speed
105
110
111
112
113
114
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
148
151
154
157
160
165
166
167
168
170
172
175
172.5
170
167.5
165
162.5
160
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Lat
24.6
24.4

24.4

24.5

24.8

25.2

25.7

26.3

27.2

Long

Dist (m) Dist (mi)

83.3 910206.7 565.5763
84 875014.4 543.7087
543.7087
543.7087
543.7087
543.7087
543.7087
84.7 827464.9 514.1629
514.1629
514.1629
514.1629
514.1629
514.1629
85.3
780490 484.974
484.974
484.974
484.974
484.974
484.974
85.9 717472.7 445.8169
445.8169
445.8169
445.8169
445.8169
445.8169
86.7 635347.7 394.7867
394.7867
394.7867
394.7867
394.7867
394.7867
87.7 536980.6 333.6643
333.6643
333.6643
333.6643
333.6643
333.6643
88.6 439177.2 272.8921
272.8921
272.8921
272.8921
272.8921
272.8921
89.2 325118.4 202.0192

Storm: Katrina
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM

44
45
46
47
48

Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

157
154
151
148
145
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28.2

202.0192
202.0192
202.0192
202.0192
89.6 207540.5 128.9597

Storm: WEST

Time
12:00 AM
1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM
5:00 AM
6:00 AM
7:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM
1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM
5:00 AM
6:00 AM
7:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM

Sim Hour Evac Order
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

Hurricane
Wind Speed
105
110
111
112
113
114
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
148.3333333
151.6666667
155
158.3333333
161.6666667
165
165.8333333
166.6666667
167.5
168.3333333
169.1666667
170
168.3333333
166.6666667
165
163.3333333
161.6666667
160

Lat
24.9512
25.0667

25.228

25.4774

25.7574

26.1092

26.4798

26.9723

27.5834
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Long

Dist (m) Dist (mi)

-81.4315 1034155
585
-82.7147 922071.6 572.9487
572.9487
572.9487
572.9487
572.9487
572.9487
-83.938 815751.7 506.8846
506.8846
506.8846
506.8846
506.8846
506.8846
-85.2228 703409.6 437.0784
437.0784
437.0784
437.0784
437.0784
437.0784
-86.2863 609541.8 378.7517
378.7517
378.7517
378.7517
378.7517
378.7517
-87.4492 510000.5 316.8996
316.8996
316.8996
316.8996
316.8996
316.8996
-88.3304 431548.2 268.1516
268.1516
268.1516
268.1516
268.1516
268.1516
-89.1335 351153.5 218.1967
218.1967
218.1967
218.1967
218.1967
218.1967
-90.05 266703.8 165.7221

Storm: WEST
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM

44
45
46
47
48

Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

158.3333333
156.6666667
155
153.3333333
150

28.2665

105

165.7221
165.7221
165.7221
165.7221
-90.7086 195457.2 121.4515

Storm: EAST

Time
12:00 AM
1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM
5:00 AM
6:00 AM
7:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM
1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM
5:00 AM
6:00 AM
7:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM

Sim Hour Evac Order
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

Hurricane
Wind Speed
105
110
111
112
113
114
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
148.3333333
151.6666667
155
158.3333333
161.6666667
165
165.8333333
166.6666667
167.5
168.3333333
169.1666667
170
168.3333333
166.6666667
165
163.3333333
161.6666667

Lat
24.9512
25.0667

25.228

25.4774

25.7574

26.0965

26.6756

27.271
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Long

Dist (m) Dist (mi)

-81.4315 1034155
585
-82.7147 922071.6 572.9487
561.938
550.9274
539.9167
528.906
517.8953
-83.938 815751.7 506.8846
495.2503
483.6159
471.9815
460.3472
448.7128
-85.2228 703409.6 437.0784
427.3573
417.6362
407.9151
398.1939
388.4728
-86.2863 609541.8 378.7517
371.1945
363.6374
356.0802
348.5231
340.9659
-86.9947 536569.4 333.4088
323.9558
314.5028
305.0498
295.5968
286.1438
-87.6714 445290.7 276.6908
267.5714
258.4519
249.3324
240.213
231.0935
-88.2758 357232.6 221.974
212.6428
203.3115
193.9802
184.649
175.3177

Storm: EAST
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM

43
44
45
46
47
48

Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

160
158.3333333
156.6666667
155
153.3333333
150

28.0304

28.7237
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-88.6431 267129.3 165.9864
157.8695
149.7525
141.6356
133.5186
-88.7493 201814.5 125.4017

Storm: BETSY

Time

Sim Hour

Evac
Order

12:00 AM
1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM
5:00 AM
6:00 AM
7:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM
1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM
5:00 AM
6:00 AM
7:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

Hurricane
Wind Speed

Lat

125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
124.1666667
123.3333333
122.5
121.6666667
120.8333333
120
120.8333333
121.6666667
122.5
123.3333333
124.1666667
125
126.6666667
128.3333333
130
131.6666667
133.3333333
135
135.8333333
136.6666667
137.5
138.3333333
139.1666667
140
140.8333333
141.6666667
142.5
143.3333333
144.1666667
145
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Long

Dist (m) Dist (mi)

25.2
25.2

78.5
78.5

1034155

25.1

79.5

1190950

25.1

80.7

1086840

25.3

82.2 948458.3

25.5

83.6 822324.2

25.9

85.3

26.4

86.9 605842.3

27.3

88.1 364164.4

1274483

664730

800
791.9269
783.276
774.6252
765.9743
757.3235
748.6726
740.0217
729.24
718.4583
707.6765
696.8948
686.1131
675.3313
661.0002
646.6691
632.338
618.0069
603.6758
589.3447
576.282
563.2193
550.1566
537.0939
524.0312
510.9686
494.6478
478.3271
462.0063
445.6855
429.3648
413.044
406.9455
400.847
394.7485
388.65
382.5515
376.453
351.4243
326.3957
301.3671
276.3385
251.3099
226.2813

Storm: BETSY
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM

44
45
46
47
48

Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

147
149
151
153
155

28.3
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207.4603
188.6393
169.8183
150.9973
89.2 212717.1 132.1763

Storm: CAMILLE

Time
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM
1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM
5:00 AM
6:00 AM
7:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM
1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM
5:00 AM
6:00 AM
7:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM

Sim Hour Evac Order
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

Hurricane
Wind Speed

Lat

115
115
113.3333333
111.6666667
110
108.3333333
106.6666667
105
107.5
110
112.5
115
117.5
120
123.3333333
126.6666667
130
133.3333333
136.6666667
140
141.6666667
143.3333333
145
146.6666667
148.3333333
150
151.6666667
153.3333333
155
156.6666667
158.3333333
160
163.3333333
166.6666667
170
173.3333333
176.6666667
180
180.8333333
181.6666667
182.5
183.3333333
184.1666667

Long

21.2
21.2

110

84.1
84.1

Dist (m) Dist (mi)
1034155

730

1152046 715.8479

1032417

22.3

84.4

23.1

85.2 913421.8

23.7

85.9 819321.2

24.2

86.5 740776.2

25.2

87.2 609538.6

26

87.7 507675.3

703.459
691.07
678.681
666.2921
653.9031
641.5141
629.1908
616.8674
604.544
592.2207
579.8973
567.574
557.8287
548.0835
538.3383
528.593
518.8478
509.1026
500.9683
492.8341
484.6998
476.5655
468.4313
460.297
446.7058
433.1146
419.5234
405.9321
392.3409
378.7497
368.2006
357.6514
347.1023
336.5531
326.004
315.4548
302.9335
290.4122
277.8908
265.3695
252.8482

Storm: CAMILLE
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM

43
44
45
46
47
48

Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

185
186
187
188
189
190

27

28.3

111

88.2 386768.6 240.3269
222.0758
203.8247
185.5737
167.3226
88.7 239907.4 149.0715

Appendix D: Volume Distribution Comparison Plots
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I-10 WB @ Loyola

113

US 61 WB @ Laplace

I-10 WB @ Laplace

114

I-10 WB @ Baton Rouge

115

I-12 WB @ US 61 (Baton Rouge)

US 61 @ I-12 (Baton Rouge)

116

I-55 NB Hammond

117

I-55 NB Hammond (Contraflow)

118

Causeway Bridge

119

I-10 EB @ I-510 (New Orleans East)

I-10 EB @ Slidell

120

US 11 @ I-12 (Slidell)

121

I-59 NB @ LA/MS State Line
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